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PREFACE
Yemen is characterized by active seismicity and volcanic activity.
Past history indicates large earthquakes with about a 20 to 30 year
recurrence interval. The M=6 earthquake that struck near Dhamar on 13
December 1982 killed and injured more than 15000 people, destroyed
1500 settlements, and left over 500000 people homeless or displaced. The
losses were caused primarily by widespread collapse of unreinforced
masonry and mud-brick structures. Although seismicity in Yemen is
perceived to be relatively low, the historical record shows persistent
seismicity over the last millennium. Significant earthquakes in this century
include events in 1909 killing 300 people and destroying 400 houses. Two
shocks of(M= 5.8) and (M= 5.2) in 1941 killed 1200 people and damaged
1400 hom~s.A swarm ofearthquakes in November 1991 affected the Al
Udayn area with about 20- 30 shocks per day, the largest of(M= 4.6)
occurring on 22 November 1991. The earthquake ofHaidan near Sadah,
(M= 4.2) on November 1993; and that of Hais, near Al-Hudiedahin
January 9, 1 993were the most prominent recently.. Yemen has installed a
-

24-station network to monitor seismicity and 18 instruments to record
strong ground motion.
The published geological, geophysical, hydrological, volcanic and
tectonic analysis on Yemenare to be utilized critically. The geologic and
tectonic setting of Yemen; and the kno~ geothermal featureswith
reference to hydrogeology, volcanology and seismicity will be
considered.
The recent and historical seismicity are to be analysed and related
to tectonics and volcanicity; a seismotectonic map will be constructed..
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The isointensity map ofYemen will be constructed; other seismological
engineering considerations will be discussed.
Although the study area was influenced by recorded and well
documented earthquakes and a number of investigations were
published, no compehensive analysis ofYemen’s seismicity is available so far.
Because of the breadth ofthe subject matter,abook like this can
hardly be the work of one or two persons.Geologic material, that is
relevant has been taken almostverbatim from the quoted authors.
The absence of a regional analysis of Yemen’s seismicity, that
comprehends the published works on historical, recent damaging events
and their engineering urban and environmental impact on thenational
development which is of greatdemand for Yemen development, is the
reason behind this work.
The critical analysis of published data will point out the major
gaps, and suggests needed trends ofanalysis and recordingprocedures.
The instrumental seismic monitoring requires more detailed information
on the seismotectonic setting, associated volcanicity and hydrothermal
manifestation in association with regional tectonics that influences the
Arabian Subcontinent (Plate). The future temporary and permanent
monitoring of Yemen’s micro, macro and strong motion activities will
be more meaningful and rewarding, if local and regional tectonic,
geologic and seismic characteristics are better understood.
The mitigation ofseismic hazards and Earthquakerisk will improve
on the light of identiQjing lines of weakness in the present state of
knowledge on Yemen’s seismicity.
The authors would like to note with appreciation the scientific supply
of basic data and reference by Dr. Muawia Barazangi of Cornell
University, Itheca, N.Y., Mr. Lee Regan Director ofexchange division at
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the USGS Library atReston, VA, Dr. F. Simon ofthe USGS atReston, Va
and Dr. G. Reagor of the USGS in Colorado, USA.
Special thanks and gratitude are given to Dr. Salah Al-Khirbash,
former Dean of Faculty of Science and Chairman ofthe Earth Sciences
Depariment for his contincus and valuable help in running the surfer
Computer
programs
and his
valuable discussions
and
encouragements.Special thanks are due to all faculty members who
participated in helping this work to see thelight.
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CHAPTER ONE

D~TRODUCTION
1. 1. The Study Area
The study area, the Republic of Yemen and surroundingareas is
situated within the south westernportion ofthe Arabian sub-continent.
The Arabian plate is one ofthemajor active tectonic plates and is still
manifesting a NNE motion; resulting in convergent boundaries with the
Iranian and Turkish plates and divergent boundaries with the Somalian
and African plates, Nowroozi (1971) and Ghalib and Alsinawi (1974).
To arrive at a better understanding of the various types and
causes of seismic activity in the study area, and to designate areas of
potentially severe seismic regions, linkage and critical analysis must be
carried on all available seismic, tectonic, volcanic and geologic history
ofthe area under investigation.
The present Arabian plate boundaries are the following: The
Mid Tertiary extensional SW and S Red Sea/ GulfofAden passive
margins generally with shallow focus seismicity; the new Neogene NW
(Levant) Arabian margin transform boundary running from the Gulfof
Aqaba in the south through Wadi Araba, the Dead Sea- Jordan valley,
the Bekaa valley ofLebanon and the Ghab depression ofwestern Syria
to the Karasu depression in the Iskenderun region in the north, with
generally intermediate depth seismicity; the Mid Tertiary created
collision! compressional N and NE margins (modifying and replacing
the earlier Mesozoic passive margins) with generally deep focus
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seismicity; and the Early Mesozoic SE passive marginwith transform
components along the Owen fracture zone, generally with shallow to
intermediate focus seismicity. Within plate shallow to intermediate focus
seismicity has been sporadically reported from along rejuvenated ancient
fracture trends or rifts (e.g. Yemen), Beydoun (1993).
The Arabian Sub Continent is in a structural sense part ofthe
African -Arabian plate. In Late Cretaceous and Cenozoic times, this
plate moved both eastward and northward with respect to the Eurasian
plate. The subsequent collision ofthe two plates had a profound impact
on the regional geology in the north and east ofthe Arabian plate, the
basement is depressed and thickly covered with relatively young
sediments (platform zone), whereas further south and west the
Precambrian basement and its older sedimentary coverare uplifted and
partly exposed (Arabian Shield zone), NaturalReso~.ueesProject(NRP) (1992).
The overall geological structure of Yemen is dominated by the
Precambrian Arabian Shield in the western partofthecountiyandan
extensive thick cover of Phanerozoic subhorizontal sediments further
east. The uplifted shield (Yemeni horst) is steep-sided to the west and
south, but slopes gently north-eastwards. It mainly consists ofcrystalline
basement, and is partly covered by sediments and volcanic rocks.
Prominent regional tectonicfeatures include the known anticlines ofthe
southern and northern Hadramout arches, the rift valleys ofthe Red Sea
and the Gulf of Aden, the Sadah-A1 Jawf -Baihaf graben system
(Sabata’ayn structure), and theAl Ghaydah Depression, NRP (1992).
The Precambrian basement rocksofthe study area were subjected
to intensive folding and to metamorphism. In the Palaeozoic Era, the
basement was strongly eroded, leveled to.. a peneplain and warped.
Subsequently, it was covered by sediments during the CambroOrdovician, Permian, Jurassic and, çretaceous periods. Parts pfthese
.
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sediments are of continental origin, others were deposited in shallow
marine or neritic environments NRP (1992).
Rapid subsidence started during the Jurassic period along the line
which now defmes the Al Jawf graben. It enabled theaccumulation of
organic -rich shales with petroleum source potential. At theend ofthe
Cretaceous and continuing during the Tertiary, the present day western
part of the Arabian Sub Continent and neighboring East-Africa was
uplifted and started to break into separate blocks. Lava extrudedthrough
faults and fissures, and thick extended strata oftuffs and lavas (andesites,
basalts, syenites, rhyolites... etc.) covered Precambrian basement and the
overlying predominantly Mesozoic sediments. During the Tertiary the
Arabian plate drifted north eastward and caused the folding of the
Zagros mountains in Iran. To the west and south the rift valleys ofthe
present Red Sea and the Gulf ofAden opened betweenthe peninsulaand
north-easternAfrica NRP (1992).
Intensive block faulting caused the mountains of Yemen and
Ethiopia to break into numerous blocks, separated by faults running
parallel to theaxis ofthe Red Sea (NNW), the GulfofAden (ENE) and
the Eritrean iift valley (NNE). The vertical displacement varies from one
block to another ; in some locations it exceeds 2000 m.
In the eastern part of the study area thick blankets of
predominantly carboniferous sediments were deposited during the
Tertiary period. They dip slightly towards the ENE, NRP (1992).
Near the end of the Tertiary, local granitic and granodioritic
lacoliths, plutons and stocks intruded through the older rocks in several
zones ofthestudy area, NRP (1992).
At the beginning of the Quatemary, a new and still continuing
phase of volcanic activity started. It produced mainly basaltic eruptions
along the major fault systems.

I
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The morphological features ofthestudy area, formed largely as a
result of the tectonic and volcanic activities during the Tertiary, were
modified to some extent during the Quaternary period. The main present
day drainage systems developed; river terraces, alluvial plains and
coastal plains were formed; and aeolian deposition took place in the
lowlands, on the plateauxand in the vast areas ofthe Ramlat Sabata’ayn
and Rub Al Khali., NRP (1992).

1.2. Previous Work
In this work we have tried to bring together all available data
pertinent to the seismicity of Yemen in its historical and instrumental
records. The Dhamar Earthquake ofDecember 13,1982, was the corner
stone in initiating the international and national interest in studding
Yemen’s seismicity.
However, we may list in chronological order the main works on
the subject. Yemen seismicity was talked indirectly in the works of
Sykes and Landisman (1964), Gouin (1979) and Poirier and Taher
(1980). Direct works on Yemen are cited after 1982; the following
works on Dhamar Earthquake include those ofAlsinawi (1983, a, b),
Alsinawi and Al- Salim (1985), Langerand Merghelani (1983), Aiya et
al. (1985), Langer et al. (1987), Plafker et. al (1987) and Choy and Kind
(1987), and Al-Subaei (1993).
.A general review of Yemen seismicity was given by Ambraseys
and Melville (1983),and a tentative seismic zoning map is given by
Agha (1983). The historical seismicity of Yemen and the rest ofthe
Arabian plate, were given by Alsinawi (1986).and mbraseys et. al.
(1994). A review on the present a” d.’future seismological researchwas
given by Adams and Barazangi (1984).
.

,
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The overall seismicity and seismic hazard of Yemen was given in
the Natural Resources Project Report (1992). During the Yemen
Seminar on seismic hazards reduction and disaster mitigation which was
organized in Sana’a in June 1993, a number of papers were presented on
Yemen’s seismicity namely Al-Thour (1993), Jaradat (1993), Salim
(1993), Al-Salim (1993), Al-Munifi (1993), Sha’alan (1993) and

Mohamed (1993). The seismic zoning of the Arabian plate including
Yemenwas given by Alsinawi and Hamad (1991).
During the first geological conference ofthe Geological Society of
Yemen Salim (1994) gave a comprehensive review of the current
seismological activities carried and the main seismic events recorded by
the Yemen seismological observatory, newly established and centered in

Dhamar city. Namely Al-Uda~sequence (1991), Haidan and Hais
sequence.(l 993)

1.3. Instrumental Seismic Recording in Yemen
1.3.1. The Yemen Seismic Network (YNSN)
Site selection has been made
according to the technical
requirements, the necessary safety factors and available facilities in the
area. The Central station is located in Dhamar City. It is composed oftwo
units of the work station which controls data. Sophisticated computer with
UNIX system is used for data receiving, processing and organizing. The
CPU will control a number ofdevices e.g. mass disk, tape, disk drive, laser
printer and plotter, digitizer in addition to the network. The pennanent
network is composed oftwo types:
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A) Fifteen short period stations distributed around the country
depending upon the topography ofvarious govemoratesand
facilities available there. These stations are used for local or
nearby earthquake up to a distance of200 kilometers; and in
addition tothree stations to be used as mobile stations,
B) Six 60 broadband stations ofregional or global earthquakes in
the vicinity of 2.000 kilometers. MARS-881MC is a digital
seismological data acquisition system, with modern
transmission capability, which is installed in each station, in
addition to GPS, Time Signal Receiver, a Seismometer and a
telephone for rapid communication of information. Strong
Motion Networks will be installed on strategic buildings in all
major cities and dam sites. The strong motion network
consists of (18) instruments which will be used for strong
ground motion accelerationmeasurements, AbdU! Razzaq (1993).
The first suggested seismic network for Yemen was given by
Alsinawi (1 983a) in his report to the Yemeni Government as shown in Fig.
(1-1). The present Yemen Seismological Network Stations for short period,
broad and strong motion recordings are shown in Fig. (1-2), Abdul Razzaq
(1993). The eastern regions of Yemen which have not experienced nor
reported major seismic activity deserves more attention in terms ofseismic
stations.
The network stations are equipped with a Short Period (SP) or Broad
Band (BB) sensors. Phase one ofthe network have been installed and put
into operation in November 1994. Stations of phase one are Aden, AlBaydah, Dhamar, Hajjah, M’arib and Al-Udayn. Table (i-i) gives a
detaileddescription oftheNetwork stations.
Seismological signals are detected at each station using an STA/LTA
triggering algorithm. Triggering data are stored in memoryat the station.

Fig (1-1) Suggested seimological nerwork for Yemen, after Alsinawj (1983 a).
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The central station in Dhamar City communicates
through the telephone modem with each station and transfer thedata into
the UNIX-V based file system on the HP9000/7 15 Work station through a
gateway computer. The work station is equipped with the m88-select
database management package which scans and updates theseismological
database with coming signals from the stations. This program provides
quick and efficient previewing capabilities. The program communicates
data with the XPITSA interactive tool kit for seismological analysis that
provides a collection of signal processing routines. Phase picking output
data can simply be handed over to the HYPO-7 1 epicentral location
program to calculate the location ofearthquake epicenters, YASB (1996).
Table (1-1)Yemen Recording Stations Description
Ser
Station Generalized Description ofthe Lat.
No.
Geology at the Station site
N
1
ADEN The site and its surroundings are
covered with late Miocene and 76
Quaternaty mafic vo~canics
2
BDHA The site is covered with
Precambrian Granodiorite rocks 75
3
DHMR The site is covered
with
61
Quaternaiy vesicular basalt
4
HAJJ
The station is based on a highly
jointed
Jurassic
massive 99
limestone bedrock.
5
MARB The site is covered with recent
sedimentary soil cover (sandy).
64
6
UDYN The site is on a mass ofbasaltic
Tertiary volcanics (Yemen 67
volcanics).

Long.
E

m
41

3
2000
7
2429
7
1650
9
1120
0
280
2
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1. 4. Objective of Investigation
This synthesis of available data, pertinent to the seismicity, will
enable us to assess the seismicity and suggest ways and means to mitigate
seismic risk in the Republic ofYemen.
-

The data to be collected and analysed, will serve as a reliable (AState- of- the- Art-Report) background on the tectonic and seismic
setting. This information will be cmcial for any future detailed
investigation in the study area roughly bounded by longitudes 40-55°
East and Latitudes 10-20°Northnas given in Figure (1-3).

sSAWA

eShabwth

.2
Fig (1-3) Location map of the study area.
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CHAPTER TWO

GEOLOGY AND TECTONICS
2.1. Physio~raphy
The investigated area, in terms ofSeismicity,covers an areabounded
by Longitudes (10°-20°)
East and latitudes (40°-55°)
North, as shown in
Fig. (1-3). However the physiographic provinces of the Republic of
Yemen, are given in Fig. (2-1), NRP (1992).
The estimated areaofthe Republic ofYemen has more than 528000
2
Km distributed within the four basic physiographic provinces as follows:
I

: TIHAMA PLAIN ( Coastal Plains)

ila: YEMEN HIGHLANDS (highly dissected Mountain Area)
llb: YEMEN HIGHPLATEAUX (Poorly dissecteduplands)
ifi: HADRAMOUT
plateax and highlands)

-

MAHRA UPLANDS (well dissected

IVa: RUB AL KHALI ( Desert and sand seas)
IVI,: RAIvILAT SABATA’AYN (Desert and sandseas)
I : The first province (I) is a low lying coastal plain. This is most
extensive along the Red Seacoast, where it forms the broad Tihama plain.
Along the Gulf of Aden coast, it is much more restricted in extent. Its
surface consists almost entirely ofalluvial aeolian deposits.
II : The second province (II) constitutes the mountainous areas in the
western part of the study area. It can be subdivided into the Yemen

-

Fig(2-1) The Physiographic Provinces of Yemen,after~P(1992).
26
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Highlands and the Yemen High plateaux. The junction betweenthe two
follows approximately the watershed separating the seaward and inland
directed water courses. The Yemen Highlands, fonning the western part of
the province, rise dramatically from Tihama plain to elevations up to 3700
m above sea level (as!) in theextreme north and to 2500-2000 m(asl) in
the southern part province. The area is characterized by its highly dissected
nature, forming a very rugged terrain. However, Yemen High Plateaux
show comparatively smooth relief The plateaux surfaces slope gently
eastwards to the edge ofthe inland desert.
ifi: The Hadramout Mahra Uplands form the third province (III),
which is characterized by high level plateaux that are relatively well
dissected. This province covers a very large area with central flat lying
mesas, separated by gentle E-W downward along the W. Hadramout and
W. Jezza. To the north, the province shelves gently down to the Rub
Alkhali desert. In the south, it is broken up along the Gulf ofAden coast by
numerous rift faults. The highest elevations in the province range from
about 1 500m (as!) in the west to 1 000m (asi- above sealevel) in the east.
-

IV : The fourth province (1V) is composed ofcomparatively flat sand
seas and desert terrain. The main part ofthe province, the Rub Al Khali,
forms most of the northern boundary of the study area. A southerly
extension of this province forms the centraldesert area of Ramlat
Sabata’ayn. Elevations ofthese inland desert areas range from 900 500 m.
(asi).
-

2.2. Regional Geology
2.2.1. Introduction
The study area is madeup ofa Late Proterozoic and possibly Older
Precambrian basement coveredby rocks ofOrdovician,Permian, Jurassic,
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Cretaceous, Tertiary and Quatematy age. Notable areas of Tertiaiy/
Quaternary magmatic rocks occur mainly in the western part of’the~-Yemen
highlands. Table (2-1) gives a generalized stratigraphic column; and Fig.
(2-2) shows theregional geology ofthe Republic ofYemen.
The basement rocks are accepted to have originated as a series of
volcanic island arcs that were later accreted one against’ other and finally
sandwiched between the African Craton to the west and Arabian Craton to
the east. The fmal collision events were part ofwidespread Pan-African
tectono-thermal event which took place from 950 to about 450 Ma.
Metamorphic grades were not generally high, being greenschist to lower
amphibolite, but in some areas around plutonic bodies higher grades do
exist, NRP (1992).
Uplift and peneplanation followed the final accretion! collisions
events, and by Ordovician times the Wajid sandstone, a mature quartzose
fluvaitile deposit was being deposited on a gently sloping surface oferoded
basement Subsequently, the area appears to have been glaciated during
Permian times; glacio-marine sediments including the Akbra shale were
deposited.
At Jurassic time, early fluviatile sandstones of the Kohlan were
succeeded by platformal carbonates, but rapid subsidence along theline of
the developing Jawf graben allowed the accumulation of organic-rich
shales with petroleum source potential. Graben formation appears to have
been initiated between 170. -160 Ma as part of the general Gondwana
break-up. Subsequently, marine sedimentation occurred only in the east
during the lower Cretaceous and was succeeded by deposits offluviatile
sandstones, (Tawilah Group or Mukalla Formation), NRP (1992).
Marine sedimentation was renewed in the Paleocene with the
-

deposition of the Cretaceous ofthe Umm Er Radhuma Formation. Marine
-deposition was distributed by faulting and uplift from late Eocene times, a

Table (2-1) Generalized stratigraphic column of Yemen, after Al- kadasi (1994).
29
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period of extension which culminated during the Miocene with the
separation ofArabia from Africa along the line ofthe Red Sea and the Gulf
ofAden,NRP (1992).
The extensional processes that operated intermittently from
Jurassic to the Tertiary were complex and some sinistral strike-slip
movements occur at various times along NW -SE fractures. Extensive
volcanic activity and the intrusion of plutonic rocks accompanied the
extensional activity and was reduced only when the local appearance of
oceanic spreading ridges served to concentrate extension, NRP (1992).
The rock units ofthe Republic ofYemen have been divided into:Phanerozoic cover, Precambrian basement and Cenozoic volcanics. All the
Phanerozoic rocks and deposits that are found on the distinctive
Precambrian
Cambrian metamorphic and igneous basement. The
boundary is undoubtedly diachronous, e.g. granites and syenites were
intruded into the basement in the south at the same time as Wajid
sandstones of the cover were accumulating in thenorth, figure (2-3), AlKhirbash and Al-Anbaawy (1995) and the Yemen Geological Bulletin, no.
6(1995).
-

2.2.2. The Precambrian Basement
The Precambrian rocks of Yemen coverabout 105,000 km2 ofthe
total country area, and are exposed as broad belts ofSadah district in the
north. Hajjah district in the northwest, M’arib-Rada’a-Al-Baydah district in
the central and southeastern parts, and to the southeast and northwest of
Taiz. In addition, they crop out as erosional inliers along the Red Sea
escarpment, figure (2-4).
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Fig(2-3) The main geologic units of Yemen,after Yemen Geological Bulletin,No 6 (1995).
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Fig(2-4) Approximate outcrops of the Basement Complex in Yemen,afIer NRP(1992).
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The basement geology of Yemen is part of the Arabian-Nubian
shield which extends from north-east Africa and the Arabian Sub
Continent.
The Arabian-Nubian Shield is a complex mobile belt that developed
in Archean-Proterozoic times. The main outcrops ofbasement in Yemen
occur along the outer fringe ofthe country and form erosional windows in
the Red Sea and GulfofAden escarpments and broad belts in the northern
and southeastern regions. These rocks comprise different types ofgneisses,
schists, amphibolites, marbles and quartzites, all are intruded by minor
mafic bodies of diorite and gabbros and occasionally by large masses of
granites. Some ophiolitic zones are reported in Hajjah, Al-Baydah and
north of Al-Mukalla. The basement rocks in the southeast are subdivided
into theThaniya and Ghrish-Ghbar Groups. The age ofthesegroups is Late
Precambrian and the type locality is in the Wadi Ghbar area southwest of
Fladramout and Wadi Hajar basin. It is madeup offourformations; (i.e.
Minhamir, Shabb, Khabla and Harut Formations) and their composition
range from conglomerates and tuffaceous sandstones and siltstones to
limestones, gypsum and dolomite, Beydoun (1964).
The following preliminary stratigraphical subdivision of the
basement rocks was recently produced by the Ministry ofOil and Mineral
Resources NRP (1992):
Lower-Middle Proterozoic characterized by orthogeneiss ofgranitic
and granodioritic composition, migmatites, granites in gneiss domes and
banded gneiss. The Middle-Upper Proterozoic characterized by psammitic
and pelitic schist, amphibolite, quartzite and marble. The Upper
Proterozoic is characterized by terrigenous volcanogenic sequence. The
Upper- Proterozoic-Lower Paleozoic is characterized by nonmetamorphosed or slightly metamorphosed sequences of sediments and
volcanics, Al-Kadasi (1994).

-
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Geukens(1963) roughly classified the Precambrian rocks ofYemen
and mapped theeastern parts ofthe country as micaschists intruded by two
types of mica granites; the central parts as mainly granites containing rafts
of gneiss and micaschists; and the northern parts as chlorite- and garnet
schist and gneissic quartzites. Grolier and Overstreet(1978) classified the
basement rocks of Northern Province ofYemen into several rock units as
given in Table (2-2), Grolier and Overstreet (1978)and Sakran (1993).
-

Stoeser and Stacey (1988), mapped the Precambrian rocks of
Yemen as parallel terrians of greeenschist facies volcano sedimentary
rocks alternating with orogenic and high grade terrains. Michel and Galbiat
(1989) concluded that the Precambrian rocks ofYemen consist ofN-S to
NE-SW parallel strips (10 to 30 km wide) ofvolcano- sedimentary rocks,
alternating with gneissic migmatites. These belts were subjected to
epizonal to catazonal faceis of metamorphism and later intruded by
granitic, dioritic, and granodioritic bodies, Sakran, (1993).
-

Greenwood and Bleackley (1967) described the geology of the
southern provinces to be formed of an assemblage of metamorphosed
sedimentary and mafic rocks to which the term “Aden Metamorphic
Group” is assigned. This Group rests upon older gneisses and is invaded by
syntectonic granite with associated zones of metasomatism and
migmatism. Intertectonic diorite and gabbroic intrusives are emplaced postdating the main period of regional metamorphism. These were followed
after a short interval by intrusion ofgranite. The older volcanic rocksofthe
Eastern parts ofthe southern provinces were regarded to be approximately
coeval with mafic intrusions of the intertectonic phase. Slightly
metamorphosed sedimentary rocks of Wadi Ghbar Group in the western
part of the southern provinces are thought to represent the upper most part
ofbasement rocks.
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Ba-Battat (1991) divided the Piecambrian rocks ofthe lowderMudiah area into three main belts separated by two northeast striking
ductile shear zoiTes. The central belt is highly metamorphosed and
composed of grey and pink granitic gneisses, including lenses ofsheared
quartz-biotite gneisses and amphiblites. These rocks are invaded by grey
and
pink pegmatitic granites. Migmatites
occur locally and
carbonatite dykes intrudethe grey subordinate marble and suiphide-bearing
veins; these rocks were metamorphosed under low grade green schist
conditions, and deformed into anti /and syn-form structures. The western
belt occupies the western part of the area (Mukeras escarpment) and is
composed essentially of medium grained intrusive granite batholiths (740
Ma) in the north. east and of quartz-diorite, diorite and gabbro in the
southwest. These rocks are traversed by two bimodal dykes swarms; a
major early swarm trends NE -SW (709 Ma) and a minor late one (587
Ma) directed E-W to NW SW. The earlier swarm is generally parallel to
major transcurrent folds in the area Sakran,(l993).
-

Table (2.2) Classification ofthe basement rocks ofYemen after
Grolierand Overstreet (1978), and Sakran (1993)
-

Peralkaline granite and syenite, generally in circular plugs, stocks and
ring dykes.
Caic-alkaline grey and pink granite, generally massive, including
some quartz monzonite; may have been intruded during second and third
episodes ofHijaz tectoniccycle.
Gneissic- granite, gneissic- granodiorite, and injection gneiss:
commonly intruded by swarms ofmafic dykes, contain numerous septa and
inclusions ofschist and gneiss; may have been intruded during second
episode ofHijaz tectonic cycle.
Diorite, and -gabbro; may have been intruded during~second episode
of Hijaztectonic cycle.
-

-
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Slate pelitic:~schis~.,
and quartzite ; chiorite-schist-graphite-schist: lowgrade metamorphosed sedimentary rocks possibly of second and first
episodes ofHijaz tectonic cycle.
Marble, quartzite, and biotite- gneiss, biotite- schist, biotite- gneiss,
and quartzite, intruded by dykes ofgneissic pink granite, diorite and gabbro;
medium and high grade metamorphosed sedimentary rocks possibly of
second and first episodes of Hijaztectonic cycle.
Mafic volcanics and metavolcanic rocks, with some interlayered
metagreywackes and metaconglomerate, consisting of andesite,
metaandesite, metabasalt, greenstone, and chlorite- schist, homblende
gneiss, amphibolites; possibly ofsecond and first episodes ofHijaztectonic

cycle.
Predominantly granite, gneiss, and mica-schist, with subordinate
quarizite,homblende-schist and marble.
Chiorite-sericite-schist, amphibole-schist, graphite-schist, marble,
quartzite, slate, conglomerate, and greenstone.
Thaniya Group, contorted and cleaved metasediments, consisting of
graphite schist, quartzite, phologobite-marbie, chert and associated
volcanics.
-

-

-

2.2.3. The Phanerozoic Sedimentary Cover
a: Paleozoic- Wajid sandstoneFormation
The Wajid sandstone Formation was first described by Geukens
(1966). Its thickness exceeds 200 meter, is exposed north ofthe town of
Sadah (Jabal Dhalam) in the extreme northwest of Yemenand extends
northwards into Saudi Arabia. It consists- -of a series of sandstone and
coarse siltstone with well developed cross~ bedding and minor
conglomeratic basal and ultra formational gravel lenses unconformably overlying basement rocks. The age ofthe Wajid sandstone formation is a
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matter of debate and varies from Cambro-Ordovician, Ordovician to
Permian. The Cambro-Ordovician age for the formation is supported by
trace fossils, Al-kadasi, (1994).
b: Permian Akbra shale Formation
-

The Akbra Formation is restricted to the north western part of
Yemen. Its thickness is about 80 meter, and is consists ofseveral tillite
horizons and a sequence of varve-like, fmafly laminated shale and
sandstone with included boulders. In the type locality (Wan Akbra to the
south west ofSadah) it is believed to be Lower Permian in age and resting
unconformably upon the Wajid Formation and basement rocks Al-Kadasi,
(1994) and Al-Khirbash and El-Anba’awy, (1995).
c:Triassic-Jurassic- KohJan Formation
The Kohian Formation was defined for the first time by Lamare
et.al (1930) and the type locality is in the Kohian area to the northwest of
Sana’a The thickness in the type locality is about 230 meter and is
composed ofmans, sandstones and conglomerates, with sandy dolomites at
the top below the contact with the Amran Group. The lower contact is
unconformable with basement rocks and disconformable on the Wajid
Formation. The Formation passes conformably down into the Akbra
Formation and up into the Amran Group. The age oftheKohlan is Triassic
to lower-middle Jurassic according to macrofossils and Palynological
evidences Al-Kadasi, (1994).
.

d:Jurassic-Amran and Sabata’ayn Groups

-

The Amran series Lamare et.al, (1930) is adopted after the type
section exposed near the town ofAmran 40 km. tothe northwest ofSana’a.
It attains a maximum thickness ofabout 1300 -1800 m. It is made up ofan
alternating sequence ofvan-coloured limestone with Marl, sha1~and gypsum.
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Recently, Al-Thour (1992) classified the Amran Group (Amran
series) into two groups. The lower group (Amran Group) contains
carbonate and carbonate-siliciclastic sediments, which range in age from
Bathonian-Tithonian (Middle-Upper Jurassic). The upper Group
(Sabata’ayn Group) contains evaporites and carbonate- siliciclastic
sediments, which range in age from Kimmenidgian- Valangnian and may
be Hauterivian (Upper Jurassic Lower Cretaceous). The Amran Group is
in conformable contact with the underlying Kohian Formation,
nonconfotmable contact with the basement rocks and is unconformably
overlain by the Tawilah and/or Sabata’ayn Group. Lamare et. al. (1930)
considered that the Amran Group is of” Maim-Dogger” age (MiddleUpper Jurassic), Al-Kadasi (1994).
-

e: Cretaceous- Tertiary Tawilah Group and Al-Mahra Group
The Tawilah Group is a new rank introduced to accommodate the
new lithologic classification and to replace the “Tawilah Formation”. The
Al-Mahra Group outcropped only in the southeast of the country. The
maximum thickness of the Tawilah Group is about 400m. This Group is
subdivided into two Formations: The Al-Ghiras Formation (Cretaceous),
composed of fiuvial sandstone and conglomerates and the Medj-Zir
Formation (Paleocene), composed of fme sandstone and marine and
lacustrine deposits. The Tawilah Group is conformably overlain by the
Jihanah member and the basal flows ofthe Yemen Volcanic Group. The
Tawilah and the Al- Mahra Groups are lateral time equivalents but the
Tawilah Group is a elastic succession and partly shallow marine and
lacustnine at the top in contrast to the A1-Mahra Group which is a
calcareous succession in eastern Yemen, Al-Kadasi, (1994).

f: Eocene Hadramout Group
-

The Hadramout Group occurs in the eastern part ofthe country and
has been locally subdivided into four formations, Beydoun and
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Greenwood,(1968): (a)Umm Er Radhuma Formation: Paleocene: massive
many and dolomitic limestone and some shale at the base; (b) Jezza
Formation: lower Eocene: shales, mans, and grey limestones beds, (c) Rus
Formation: upper part of lower Eocene: bedded gypsiferous chalk and
dolomitic limestone and (d) Habshiya Formation: middle Eocene: with the
same lithologies astheRus Formation, Al-Kadasi (1994).
g: Miocene Bald Formation

The Bald Formation (Miocene) occurs only in small coastal outcrops
in the northwestern part ofthe country. It is composed ofshales, limestone
and dominant evaporites, Grolier and Overstreet (1978) and Al-Kadasi (1994).
h: Oligo-Miocene-Shilir Group

The Shihr Group (Oligo-Miocene) occurs along the coastal areaof
the eastern part of Yemen and is locally composed of conglomerates,
sandstones, shales and some dolomitic limestones
Greenwood, (1968) and Al-Kadasi (1994).

Beydoun and

Figure (2-5a) gives the approximate thickness of the sedimentary
cover in the Arabian subcontinent, while figure (2-5b) gives the Paleozoic
sedimentary cover., Beydoun (1991).

P recambrian Basement
Contours in thousands of feet
Fig(2-5a) Arabian Plate approximate thickness ofthe sedimentary coyer,after
Beydoun(l 991).
‘~-.-.
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Precambrian Basement.
‘-s.’ Contours in thousands of feet.

~ I~howndistibutiofl
of Horrnuz Ars saLt.

Fig(2-5b) Arábiari Plate approximate thickness of Paleozoic sediments, after
Beydoun(1991).
42
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2.2.4. The Cenozoic Volcanics
The Yemen Volcanic Group covers some 50.000 km2 in western
Yemen, Figure (2-6). While the total thickness of the Yemen Volcanic
Group is a matter of debate because oftheeffects offaulting and erosion
from field observations, it is apparent that the Yemen Volcanic Group thin
northward into Arabia, and eastward into Rub Al khali. The Yemen
Volcanic Group may be over 2500m thick a contention recently verified by
detailed stratigrahpic logging. If one accepts that the top ofthe volcanic
stratigraphy was lost due to erosional unroofing the original thickness
was probably in excess of3000m.
During quiescent periods, four types of sedimentary were
deposited within the Yemen Volcanic Group, Geukens (1966). These
include (a) fresh water deposits, (b) alluvial deposits that are sparsely
fossiliferous, (c) sandy deposits without fossils and (d) paleosoles of
different colours. These sedimentary deposits occasionally occur attheend
ofbasalt- rhyolite sequenceperhaps marking a period ofvolcanicsequence,
Al-Kadasi, (1994).
-

a: Tertiary Granitoids
-

Tertiary granitoid plutons up to 25 km3 in size cropout sporadically
along the marginal Red Sea escarpment for over 200 km. The plutons may
represent the exposed roots of a chain of Caldera centers. The Calderas
were the source of the voluminous ignimbrite and ash- falldeposits that
comprised a significant part of the flood volcanic section. K/Ar dating
suggests that the granites were emplaced between 21-23 Ma, which is
consistent with a similar age oflarge amountsofsilicic volcanics erupted in
the upper part ofthe volcanic pile, Al-Kadasi, (1994), figure (2-6).

Fig (2-6) Simplified geologic map showing the distribution of Yemen volcanic
group, after Al-kadasi (1994).
44
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b: Quaternary Volcanics
Quatemaiy Volcanic activity occurred in discrete volcanic fields all
over Yemen. Five basaltic volcanic fields are reported recently by the
Ministry of Oil and Mineral resources NRP (1992) at Sana’a-Amran;
Sirwah-M’arib, Dhamar-Rada’a, Shuqrah; and Balhaf.Bir Au, Greenwood
and Bleackley, (1967), and Al-Kadasi (1994), figure (2-6).

2.3. Tectonic Setting
23.1. The Arabian Plate
The Arabian Plate presentlyconsists ofthe Arabian Sub Continent,
the Fertile Crescent countries east of the Levant Fracture System ( Dead
Sea Transform) and those parts ofthe SE Turkey and SW han respectively
to the S and SW ofthe Tauros and Zagros Mountains suture zones. Until
the Eocene, this region and the maritime Levant and Sinai fragments
constituted the “Arabian Promontory” or the eastern spur oftheAfrican
Plate. From. Latest Proterozoic to late Paleozoic, this region together with
Anatolia, northern and central Iran, the Afghan and Indian plates (and other
continental fragments) formed part of the long and very wide northern
passive marginofGondwana Beydoun, (1993).
Late Permian extension and rifling followed by Triassic seafloor
spreading, drifted away the Iranian and other blocks and opened the New
Tethys giving rise to the NE Arabian passive margin; oceanic domain
propagated westwards to give rise to the N Arabian passive margin in late
Jurassic/early Cretaceous time. Triassic extension, rifling and transform
motion, followed by Jurassic ocean plate formation, moved theAfghan
plate and other fragments from juxtaposition with Arabia and opened up

-
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the proto Indian Ocean giving rise to the SE Arabian/ Somalia passive
margin, Beydoun (1993).
The Owen Fracture Zone now constitutes~in -part, the present SE
Arabian Plate margin. Triassic rifling and subsequent spreading in the
present eastern Mediterranean region in early to late Jurassic times between
the Afro-Arabian and Apulian plates gave rise, initially by transform
motion, to theNW Arabian (Levant) plate marginwith gradual northward
motion of the Turkish fragments and linkage oftheMesogean and Neo
Tethys oceans in the early Cretaceous. This Levant margin remained the
Arabian Promontory’s NW margin until theMiocene when it was replaced
by the Levant Fracture System “Dead Sea~’transform as the new NW
Arabian plate boundary, Beydoun, (1993).
The SW (Red Sea) and S (GulfofAden) Arabian (passive) plate
margins were created as a result oflate Paleogene/early Neogene extension
and rifting and propagation ofthe Indian ocean spreading ridge westwards
into the Gulf of Aden during the Later Miocene; this separatedArabian
from Africa rotating the Arabian plate counter-clockwise and propellingit
northeastwards in the late Miocene and Pliocene tounderthrust and suture
with Eurasia along Taurus (Bitlis) and Zagros zones. These events created
the new NW Arabian Plate boundary along the Levant Fracture Transform,
altered the N and NE Arabian margins from passive to collisionall
compressional and propelled an Anatolian wedge westwardsbetween the
north and east Anatolian Transforms, Beydoun (1993), Figure (2-7).
The Arabian platform is a composite plate assembled during the
Proterozoic by convergence of a series of island arcs and continental
microplates, and subsequently deformed during the Phanerozoic. The
Arabian plate consolidation along the northeastern African margin began as
early as 720 Ma. and completedby 620 Ma. A minimum offive accreted
terranes is generally recognized in the Arabian shield region and, based on

LEGEND

OCEANIC DIVERGENCE

E1~3J CRATON

~

~

~:JCONTINANTAL COLLISION

OPHIOLITE BELT

MAJOR NEOGENE and QUATERNARY VOLCANICS

Fig(2-7) Generalized Tectonic map ofthe Arabian Subcontinent showing major
plate boundaries,after Best et al (1993) and Barazangi et al (1993) with
modifications.
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these interpretations, one might speculate that the entire Arabian craton is a
crustal mosaic of diverse terranes.However, because crystalline basement
commonly is buried beneath a thick Phanerozoic section that stretches eastwest -fromthe erosional edge ofthe Arabian Shield to the Zagros Fold Belt
and north-south from Turkey to Yemen, the size, number, and distribution
of these speculative terranes throughout theentire Platform are unknown,
Bestetal., (1993).
After

Proterzoic

cratonization of

the Afro-Arabian plate

(approximately 620 Ma), Upper Precambrian-Cambrian alternating
sequences of clastics, carbonates, and evaporites were deposited in
shallow-marine to fluvial environments across theentire Arabian platform.
Equivalent sequences are exposed in Oman and have been dated by
biostratigraphic analysis and other techniques. An extensional phase (from
approximately 600 to 580 Ma), characterized by the development ofan
aborted triple junction centered east of the Sinai Peninsula, affected the
western region ofthe top oftheLower Ordovician, theUpper Ordovician,
the base of the Carboniferous, and the base ofthe Permian. Beginning in
the middle Permianand continuing through the Paleogene, shallow-marine
conditions prevailed in the region and carbonate-evaporitic platform
succession was deposited with a lessen&l elastic influx above the
predominantly elastic Paleozoic section, Best et al (1993).

2.3.2. The Arabian Shield Evolution
Different types of movement -acros~plate boundaries- affect the
Arabian shield; extension, compression ap4 strike slip. These movements
were interactive. Thrce main ph~esof the ~ bian field ev~1utionare
assumed. ihe;first phase is considered to-be a pre-Pan.-Africanrift event
between -1200-950 Ma. In the central southeast Yemen, extensive
occurrences of spilitic ocean floor basaltare postulated as remnantocean
-
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floor terrain. This ocean floor terrain is interpreted as a relatively and
deformed primitive ocean crust of the pre-Pan- African rift event, Kruck
et.al., (1993).
The second phase was dominated by compression, strike slip
faulting, ensimatic island- arc development and the initiation ofcollisionrelated intercratonic magmatism and tectonism. This event occurred
between 950-550 Ma. during Pan- African- Orogeny and is understood as
Pan African microplate accretion of the Arabian shield. Accretional
processes led to distinct terrians which still exist and are easy to define in
the field and on satellite imagery. The types ofterrain’s are:
a-Cratonteimnes wiichale railed continental remnants ofolder crust
b- ocean floor tenanes which are delineated by the content of
primitive ocean crust fragments and
c- arc terranes which are composed ofmagmatites, arc-and back-arc
basin complexes.
The migmatites of the Suq Al-man terrane in the north and the
AsSawadiyah tenane in the south are assumed to be ofpre- Pan-African
origin, Kruck et al., (1993).
-

Pre- or syn-tectonic intensively deformed EarlyPan-African acidic
intrusions indicate early subduction related magmatites. The arc terranes
are well developed and consist of steeply striking meta-volcano
sedimentary sequences and subalkaline acidic and basic (ultramafic)
intrusives. They are highly deformed by wrench faulting. Subduction
phenomena and associated arc/back/arc magmatism are related to
subsequent compression, Kruck et al., (1993).
Thermalflux due to consolidation ofbasic intrusive probably has
led to massive intra-crustal fusion. Extensive areas ofthe arc terranes are
intruded by host rock assimilating palingenetic granite with flowstructure.
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Generally, palingenetic granite occurs within the arc terrain’s or at the
boundary between arc and craton terranes. The vicinity of volcanosedimentary troughs and their related acidic magmatites reveal extremely
shortened fold belts or alternatively steeply dipping subduction zones.
During the Late Pan-African, the third phase was dominated by
cratonization ofthe accreted arc and craton terranes onto the newly formed
Arabian Craton. This resulted in the initiation of peraluminous and
peralkaline within plate granitic intrusions. Both types are genetically
combined as bimodal partial fusion products from a within- plate source.
Postorogenic within plate granite intrusions indicate an intermediate or
relatively thick and depleted continental crust at the end of the
Precambrian, Kruck et. al.,(1993).

2.33. The M’arib Jawf Basin
-

The M’arib -Jawf Basin developed as an intra- cratonic rift on the
Afro- Arabian plate during late Mesozoic time. Extensional faulting ofthe
basement resulted in the formation of a series of half-grabens trending
northwest- southeast. The bulk ofthe sedimentary sequenceaccumulated
during Late Jurassic to Early Cretaceous time. Prior to major faulting a
sequence of continental to marine sandstones, followed by transgressive
carbonates, filled the pre-riftsag.
Rifting commenced in the late Kimmeridgian accompanied by the
deposition of open marine fine-grained elastic, carbonates, and organic
rich clays, Mitchel and Galbiati, (1995).
-

Following deposition ofpredominantly marine sediments during the
main rifling phase, the basin became isolated leading tothe deposition of
fluvio-deltaic elastic during lowest and periods and deep water halites
during highstand periods. This post-rift sequence can be divided into eight
depositional cycles

.

Each of the lower three cycles consist of basal
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evaporites or shales overlain by a prograding braid plain-delta sequence
followed by transgression that marked the abandonment ofthat system.
The upper five cycles consist ofextensive , thick, halite deposits separated
by thinner braidedriver- delta systems, Mitchel and Galbiati (1995).
In late Jurassic time , regional eastward tilting resulted in salt related
gravity sliding. Significant low-angle faults or gap-zones developed in the
elastic units of the upper Jurassic as a result ofthis movement. These gapzones are critical to the entrapment ofmajor hydrocarbon accumulation in
the M’arib- JawfBasin, Mitchel and Galbiati (1995).
In theEarly Cretaceous , a widespread marine transgression initiated
the deposition of carbonates with interbeded shales. During Middle
Cretaceous , continental elastic ofthe Tawilah Group were deposited from
west to east down the basin axis, and are theyoungest sedimentary rocks
that have been preserved. It has been estimated that 100 meters of
Cretaceous and Tertiary sedimentary were eroded after uplift , relatedto
Red Sea rifling., Mitchel and Galbiati (1995).
-

2.3.4. The Afar Triple Junction

-

-

-

Afar depression is located at the intersection ofthree riftstnictuies~namely:
The southern Red Sea, the Gulf of Aden and the Ethiopian Rift. It
consists actually in the only emergedRRRtypetriplejunction inthe world.
Therefore, Afar has been subjected to numerous geologicaland geophysical
studies. However several problems are still debated, especially concerning the
nature of the crust in AfarDepression : is it new accieted oceanic crust orthin
st~tchedcontinental crust.Also, thetotal amount ofextensionbetween Arabia
and Africa (Nubian Plate) is not clearly known. Moreover, several authors
discuss the Somalia! Africa Plate boundary as negligible, and thus theAfar

centers related to transverse structures; b limits between deformed zo,
lid plates; c : vectors of motion across the Ethiopian rift; d: Vectors ion of the rigid borders with respect to, the. Arabia plate: e : acttve
axial volcanic centers; 1: basement outcrops; EA : Erta Ale active volcanic
axis; MI: Manda Toakir active volcanic axis; AR Asal Rift: ASH :, Alt
Sabieh horst; Er: Ethiopian Rift; CT: Gulf ~ofTadjoura; DH : Danakil
horst.
-

Fig(2-8) Afar Triple Junction ,after Gaulier and Huchan (1991).
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Depression as the continuous transition zone betweenthe GulfofAden and the
Red Sea, Gaulierand Huchon(1991), figure (2-8).
--

-

- - —

2.3.5. The Red Sea
-~

The Red Sea is a long (2000 kin) narrow(23Q kin) trough, goir~
from south of the Sinai Peninsula to the Bab-El-Mandeb s4ait, alpng the
coast of Arabia. First volcanicevents along the Red Sea are kno~non the
Arabian Plate at about 30 Ma~this must corresponi~to. ~ first
manifestation of. extension in the area. It had been argued that the Red Sea
represents the stage ofan oceanic rift propagating in a previously strctched
continental crust, Gaulierand Huchon(1991).
-

However, several authors both from magnetic anomalies analysis,
and on the basis of basement topography from multichannel seismic
reflection data, argued for oceanic nature oftheRed Sea crust Recently on
the basis of seismic refraction experiments the main trough is underlained
mostly by new accreted oceanic crust. As.~uming the same rate of
movement in the past than at present, oceanic accretionwould have been
began at about 13 Ma in the Red Sea, Gaulier and Fluchon, (1991).
The first significant movements along the Levant faultzone
appear after 14 Ma. Such a coincidence in the changing of tctonic
framework around Arabia plate cannot be hazardous and suggests a
relation ‘with a major reorganization of the Kinematic pattern of Indian
Ocean and Mediterranean Sea. For Afar Triple Junction this pétiod
corresponds to oceanization oftwo rift branches : the Red Sea and the C~ulf
of Aden. The present kinematics of the Red Sea is constrained ~ the
direction of movement along the Levant Fault Zone and by fransform
faults and magnetic anomalies m southern Red Sea. This leads to a pole
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situated at 32.6°N22.3°Eand rateofrotation for Arabia Plate apart from
Africa of0.40/Ma, Gaulier and Huchon,(1991).
The Red Sea, has an axial trough about 50 or 60 km across at its
widest part, margined by shallow shelves. Gravity anomalies over the axial
trough are strongly positive and interpreted as indicating thepresence ofa
mass of basic rock beneath the seafloor. The presence ofsuch heavy rock~
approximately 2 km below the sea floor was confirmed by seismic survey,
and found to be overlain by consolidated sediments. Magnetic survey,
whereby magnetic anomalies were located over the central trough, further
confirmed the presence of basic rock. The linear pattern ofthemagnetic
anomalies, resembling that which characterize the ocean floor, led tothe
interpretation of the basic rock beneath theRed Sea as new oceanic crust,
emplaced during the separation of the continental shores of the Sea,
Holmes and Holmes(1978).

The Red Sea offers a good chance to study seafloor spreading in its
earliest stage and the processes preceding it and controlling the way ofits
initiation The distribution ofcrustal types shows fundamentaldifferences
along as well as across the Red Sea : The southern Red Sea is quite
symmetrical with stretched continental crust on both flanks and. an axial
zone consisting of young oceanic crust (<5 Ma) produced by seafloor
spreading in a rift valley at 1.5-3 km depth (bsl). Inthe central Red Sea the
graben is discontinuous corresponding to areas where seafloor spreading
recently been initiated alternating with portions not spreading yet. The
flanks ofthe central Red Sea are asymmetrical with a domain ofoceanized
crust (approx. 50 x 200 km)on thewestern and stretched continental crust
on the eastern flank. This kind ofasymmetry is even more pronounced in
the northern Red Sea, where thetransition from “normal” continental crust
to oceanized crust in the Red Sea is very sharp (thickness ofigneous crust
drops from 33 km to 4 km over a distance less than 50 km.). The segments
with asymmetric crustal structure correspond to such portion ofthe original
.
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line of contact between the two plates where the directions ofthe rift and
the plate motion are significantly oblique to each other The shear
component of plate motion is between 40% and 80% in these areas. The
northern ,central and southern Red Sea segments are detached from each
other by areas not influenced by (left-lateral) shear. The characteristics of
crustal structure and spreading centers do not extend across these
detachment zones which appear astopographic highs and may continue to
act as segment boundaries during later stages ofdevelopment ofthe Red
Sea “ridge” Reconstruction ofthe pre-rift situation of the Red Sea shows
that thegeometry ofthe rift, which controls location and distributionofthe
detachment areas , is very much controlled by pre-existing continental
structures such as major fault systems or old suture zones (e.g. Central
African Fault Zone; Najd Shear System), Rhine and Vulkan (1995).
.

.

Some segment boundaries along other mid ocean ridges may in
similar way have been inferred from old structures of the adjacent
continents during the early stages ofplates separation having survived as
transforms , discontinuities or small non-transform ridge forests
Rearrangements of plate motion may modiQ,’ the segmentation pattern ofa
ridge (like the development ofthe Aqaba- Dead Sea Transform induced a
major rearrangement in thenorthern Red Sea leading to en-echelon pattern
of structural elements in the axial zones illustrated by the bathymetry and
the gravity field with a large number of small forests and delete or
enhance segment boundary features, Rihm and Valkan (1995).
-

-

2.3.6. The Gulf of Aden
The Gulf ofAdenextends westward along the northern coast line of
Somalia, from theIndian Ocean to the southern termination ofthe Red Sea.
Then it narrows abruptly against the African coast, south ofthe Bab-El
Mandeb,. The opening oftheGulfofAden results from the movement of

-
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the Arabian plate apart from Somalia. Extension phenomena began 25 to
30 Ma and seem to have reactivated older E-W structures. Geophysical
studies have shown that most ofthe GulfofAden is underlain by oceanic
crust, type magnetic anomalies are recognized (10 Ma); they do not show
variation of the total spreading rate since this date. Coastward ofthearea
where magnetic anomalies are known a zone oflong wavelength magnetic
anomalies is described as (magnetic quiet zone); the acoustic basement
there is flat and rough, similar (to oceanic type basement). The basement
deepens coastward from the axis then raises toward the margins. The
changing of dip indicates clearly the limit between oceanic type crust and
thinned continental crust. Assuming thesame spreading rate and extending
accreted crust to this limit leads to consider that oceanicaccretion began in
Gulf of Aden 12-13 Ma Inversion oftransform faults directions and rates
of spreading in the Gulf of Aden indicates a pole ofrotation at 26.8°N,
18.1°Eand a rate ofrotation of0.346°!Ma, Gaulier and Huchon,(1991).
The Gulf of Aden has been found by seismic refraction
investigations to be underlainby oceanic crust; a branch from the Carlsberg
mid oceanic ridge extending along its median zone. Accordingly the
median zone, like themid-Atlantic ridge extending along its median zone,
like the mid-Atlantic ridge, has a rough topographic surface. The median
zone is intersected athigh angles by scarps that are not continued through
the bordering continental crust. Epicenters are located along the rough
median zone, and extend into the axial trough of theRed Sea. Seismic
solutions for two earthquakes whose epicenters were located on scarps in
the Gulf of Aden, show the directions ofmovement to be consistent with
those to be expected along transform faults. The rough median zone is
characterized by ‘striped’ magneticanomalies, and spreading rate the depict,
outward from the median line ofthe Gulf, varies from 0.9 to 1.1 cm a year.
That is the Gulf of Aden is opening at therate of 1.8 to 2.2 cm a year,
Holmes and Holmes, (1978).
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The Gulf of Aden-Red Sea Rift System is more likely to have
formed by westward propagation of the Carlsberg Ridge of the Indian
Ocean. The Carlsberg ridge (partofthe global mid-ocean ridge system) is
offset atthe Alula-Fartak trench and Owen fracture zone before joining the
Gulf of Aden-Red Sea-Afar rift system. The Gulf ofAden extends west to
east for aboutl000 km, and the red sea stretches northwestward through
Ethiopia, Kenya and Tanzaniafor about 3500 km. The Gulf ofAden has a
well-defined continental margin, small oceanic basins and active midocean ridge spreading center (i.e. the Sheba Ridge)characterizedby a rift
valley and fracture zones which separates the southern part ofArabian
Plate from Somalian Plate. While theGulf ofAden is clearly oceanic in its
eastern part propagation of the Sheba ridge in a westerly direction means
that today the tip ofthe oceanic rift impinges against theAfrican continent
(at Afar)in the GulfofTadjura, Al-Kadasi, (1994).
The Gulf ofAden is young passive margin that displays spectacular
extensional fault systems along the southern coast ofYemen. The structural
evolution of a 300 km long segment ofthe Gulf ofAden Rift margin east
of Mukalla, has been determined by detailed field mapping, analysis of
Landsat TM and SPOT data combinedwith seismic interpretation ofboth
onshore and offshore data. Pre-rift include crystalline Pan-Aflican
Basement rocks and a sedimentary sequence ofelastic and carbonates that
ranges in age fi~mthe Cambrian through to the Eocene Sr-rift clastics
and carbonates range from the Oligocene through to the Recent and
typically show growth relationships with respect to the extensional fault
systems. The rift margin shows extreme topographic relieffrom the rift
shoulder at 2000 m above sea level to the coast. Onshore the rift margin is
characterized by a planar seaward- dipping border fault system and domino
arrays oflandward-dipping antithetic faults, McClay and Watchon (1995).
.

No strike-slip transfer systems were found. Individual extensional
faults vary from a fewhundredmeters to tens ofkms in length and display
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both convex and concave geometries in plan Displacement transfer
between pairs of extensional faults or groups -of extensional faults is
accomplished relay ramps ofgeometries. The 2D and 3D fault geometries
in the Gulf of Aden Rift Margin display striking similarities to fault
systems developed in sandbox analogue models. A~geometric and
kinematic -model for the tectonic evolution of the Guft’OfAden passive
margin is proposed and compared with the evolution of -other rifts and
passive margins, McClay and Watchom (1995).
.

-

-

— -

The northernmargin ofthe GulfofAden is located on one arm
of the southern Red Sea Triple Junction. Post Miocene extensional
faulting has resulted in the reactivation of the earlier structures in the
crystalline basement blocks. The dominant structures are half grabens on
north dipping faults coming offan east-west basement high. Major arcuate
normal faults may be traced for over 50 km along strike. The faulted
hanging walls show clearly soft linking of antithetic faults. The postMiocene extensional faulting has affected a Cretaceous -recent sedimentary
cover deposited on a penplaned surface ofbasement blocks. The platform
sequence of the south Hadramout arch consists ofelastics and carbonated
with considerable intercalation of evaporate deposits in the top of the
succession. The thickness of elastics gradually decrease from west to east.,
while carbonates increase slightly eastwards, Al-Kotbah and Allison (1995).
-

The extensional faults are relatedto the opening ofthe GulfofAden
and the dominant trend is parallel to the coastline However, trends
inhented from thebasement are observed The northern margmofthe Gulf
was subjected to compressional forces in theearly stage ofnfting to form
the north and south Hadramout arches with mtervemng Jezza basin
Associated with these faults are rollover anticlines and sometimes
monocline folds. In addition there are some folds oflocally compressional
origin due to movement ofthe fault blocks. The exposed southern flank of
the south Hadramout arch, in comparison tothe gentle dip ofthe tiorthern
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flank, is steep and highly faulted and must continue beneath the flat-lying
syn-rift sediments ofthe coastal plain. Values ofextension calculated from
balanced cross sectionare low and vary along strike. These variations may
be related to the reactivated structures in the underlying basement blocks,
Al-Kotbah and Allison (1995).

2.3.7. The Gulf of Tadiura
The Gulf of Aden seems to end abruptly to the west on thecoast of
Africa. However, a narrow gulf extends landward the Gulf ofTadjura.
This gulf enclosed within Djibouti has been recognized as a portion of
oceanic rift in the prolongation of theGulfofAden. The western partof
thi~oceanic axis is the Asal Rift, which outcrops at +200to -150 m of
altitude. Magnetic anomalies surveys have been interpreted in terms of
propagating rift. The Gulf of Tadjura is considered in this model as
propagation of the Gulf of Aden in the Afar Depression, Gaulier and
Huchoun, (1991). and Huchoun et al (1994)

2.3.8. The East African Rift System
Many geophysicists consider the East African Rift Valley to
represent a still earlier phase ofthe separation ofcontinental crust than the
Red Sea and GulfofAden, and several attempts have been madeto locate
poles of rotation for plates through to border rifts. The rifts are
characterized by a br~a4zone ofnegative gravity anomalies, up to 1000 km
wide, on which is s~rperposeda narrowzone ofpositive gravityanomalies,
of the order ofform 40 to 80 km. Wide, relatedto theactual rift valleys. It is
important to realize, however, that no oceanic crust has been located within
the rift valleys, and that geological evidence shows that they are floored,

-
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with continental rocks, largely of Precambrian age. The positive gravity
anomaly is accounted for by intrusion ofbasic and ultrabasic rocks.
The term rift valley was introduced by Gregory forthey great rift
valley of East Africa, which he was the first to recognize as a tectonic
feature due to faulting. Gregory defined the termto mean a long strip of
country let down between normal faults, or a parallel series ofstep faults.
There is ample evidence that the dominant type offaulting associated with
theEast African rifts is normal,Holmes and Holmes, (1978).
This entirely emergedcontinental rift separates East Africa (Somalia
Plate) fiDm Africa It ends in the north at the south ofAfar depression. InKenya
it separates in two branches and finally vanishes to the south in Tanzania
Excluding old plateau basalts (60Ma), Gulier and Huchoun (1991).
Since about 30 Ma the Arabian plate has been moving away from
African, leading to the opening of the Red Sea and the Gulf ofAden
oceanic basins. The two ridges appear to be presently propagating towards
one another, Foregoing what might seem to be easy linkage through the
straights of Bab El Mandeb, the Nubian/Arabian Plate boundaryjumps
westwards, at about 15°N,into the Afar Depression, while the Gulf of
Aden ridge also by passes Bab El Mandeb and penetrates directly into Afar.
As a consequence ofsuch a complexity, a fewpuzzling questions underlie
the tectonics around the SW corner of Arabia. Why don’t the Aden and
Red Sea ridges simply join through the Bab El Mandeb straightes? What
processes lead to divergent plate boundary propagation through continental
and oceanic lithosphere? What mechanisms accountfor the particular local
station and geometry of suchboundaries? In particular,why doesthe Aden
ridge propagate in a southwestward direction which is not the
Arabia/Somalia relative motion, Manighetti et al., (1995).
The Aden ridge propagates through zones of maximum stress
concentration which depend on geometrical and theological factors and
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have therefore no reason to be perpendicular to theplate relative motion. At
smaller scale, the ridge segments open and propagate inside those zones of
maximum stress concentration, perpendicularly tothe minimum horizontal
principal stress imposedat theplate boundaries. Such an obliquity between
the large scale propagation direction ofthe ridge and the local propagation
direction of its rifts makes the propagation ofthe Aden Ridge an episodic
process, with alternating phases, of northwestward propagation ofrifling
and pauses when deformationjumps till the segmentin a direction imposed
by that ofthe general propagation, Manighetti et al (1995).

2.4. The Phanerozoic Cover
No significant tectonic events occurred during the Paleozoic.
However, the distribution and direction oftransport of theWajid sandstone
in the northern part ofYemen and Saudi Arabia indicates an epiorogenetic
uplift in the extreme south ofArabian Sub Continent. The Wajid sandstone
wedges out oflatitude 150 45°and Lower Permian glacial deposits overlie
thePrecambrain Basement further south, Kruck et aL,( 1993).
The tectonic situation during the Triassic is not clear. During the
Jurassic, the southern Arabian Sub Continent began to separate into basin
and range provinces. The M’aiib-Al Jawf Basin was initiated during the
Kimmeridgian and was filled by some 5000 m of sediments until the
transition ofCretaceous. The basin’s origin is related to the disengagement
of the southern Arabian Sub Continent from the main block through
clockwise rotation. The uplift and erosion ofthe northern Arabian Shield
began during theupper Jurassic as indicated by transport direction ofUpper
Jurassic sandstone. This movement continued during the Cretaceous,
Krucket al., (1993).

-

-
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During the Paleocene, thedirection oftransport changed to southeast
so that an uplift in the area ofthepresent Red Sea betweenWestern Yemen
and Northern Ethiopia can be taken into consideration. Initiation oftheRed
Sea valley took place during the Miocene and was characterized by normal
antithetic faulting. Miocene Bald Clastics and Evaporites are deposited in
protorift depression. Since the Miocenethe Precambrian basement ofthe
eastern rift-shoulder has been uplifted locally to approx. 3000 m(asl). Inthe
northwestern part of the Yemen, the Red Sea direction of faults is
dominating at the rift shoulder. The southwestern edge oftheArabian Sub
Continent is intersected by a complex fault pattern which includes NNWSSE Red Seaand E-W Aden elements. NE trending faults are Precambrian
initiated and Tertiary reanimated.

- --

The volcanolgical evolution during the Tertiary is explained as a
result of an upper mantle heatand material transfer and continuous crustal
attenuation which began in the late Proterozoic and ended during thelate
Tertiary. Duringthe middle Eocene thevolcanic eruptive phase started with
alternation of trap basalts and trap rhyolites. Crustal attenuation reached its
maximum with associated tholeiitic ridge volcanism in theRed Sea during
thePliocene.
-

Tertiary NS striking dyke swarms, consisting ofmicrocrystalline
porphyritic rhyolites extending from the Al- Mukha to theAl Hudiedah
area, are components ofYemeni rhyolitic trap volcanics. It is assumed that
this rock type is associated with the initiation ofthe Red Sea event. The
rhyolitic dyke in dyke assemblages are unique and document the
continental ridge and feederzone for slightly per- alkaline acidic volcanics
of a deep continental magma source with upper mantle participation. The
Tertiary magmatites of the Yemen tend to a high alkaline differentiation
suite (alkaline basalt and alkaline rhyolite). Alkaline basalts are partial
fusion products from an upper mantle source. Per-alkaline rhyolites are
produced by partial fusion of the lower crust and magma mixing. Trace
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element geochemistry reveals a single suited magmatic differentiation
together with crustal palingenetic K, Na-rich melts and late stage
contamination of alkalis by volatile transfer. A geotectonic anorogenic
position is indicated comparable to ascending island flood basalts, flood
ryolites and late alkaline granitic intrusives. The magmatic event during the
Tertiary occurred in a continental shelf setting which is characterized by
basalts deposited in a submarine or saliferous lacustrine environmentor
trap volcanics on the land surface. Per-alkaline acidic and basaltic flows
and ashes represent the Quatemary volcanism related to the Aden
volcanics, Kruck et al., (1993).
Analysis oftectonic subsidence makes it possible to estimate the
influence of geodynamic events on the evolution ofsedimentary basin (i.e.
rifting, orogeny...etc.).The results of a regional analysis of tectonic
subsidence made on the Wadi Sarrbasin. The range oftime investigated
goes from Callovian- Oxfordian topresent day. The observed burialhistory
enables to display the main period oftectonic activity. The depositionof
the Madbi series (154- 142 Ma) is dominated by the tilting ofblocks along
NW- SE normal faults. The iifting process continued during the Lam and
Naifa formation deposition (142-130 Ma). Duringthis phase, the directions
of the main active faults are slightly different. The active rifting stopped
during the Naifa. During the Sarr deposition (130-116 Ma) the thermal
subsidence produced a classical saucer-shape pattern. The deposition ofthe
thick Mukalla-Harshiat formations (108-65 Ma) is not accompanied by
high subsidence rate, as it corresponds mainly to the filling ofthe preexistent paleotopography ofthe basin (cratonic phase). The last phenomena
observed is the regional uplift related to the mid-Tertiary opening ofthe
Gulf of Aden and Red Sea. During theTertiary, theRed Sea and Gulfof
Aden oceanization induces a radical change ofthe stress field pattern on the
whole Arabian plate., Gaulier et al (1995).
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CHAPTER THREE
MACRO SEISMICITY

OF YEMEN

3.1. Introduction
The Dhamar earthquake of 1982 occurred in the southwesternpart of
the Arabian Plate near a complex Triple Junctionofactive spreading ridges
along the-Red Sea, Gulf of Aden, and AfarDepression, that separate the
Arabian Plate from the Nubia Somalia, and DanakilPlates. The present
steady-state spreading in the Red Sea and GulfofAden began about 5 Ma
and continues athalf-spreading rates of6 to 7.5 mm/yr. in the southern Red
Sea and about 10 mm/yr. in the easternGulfofAden.
Seismic activity is most pronounced along the spreading ridges, but a
low level of seismicity, characterized by small-to moderate -size events,
occurs within the Arabian Plate within 200 to 300 km ofthe axis ofthe
Red Sea in Yemen and extends into adjacent areas southward,, and theAsir
region of southwestern Saudia Arabia, Ambraseys and Melville (1983);
and Plafker et al,(1987).
The Red Sea is an infant ocean in early stages ofexpansion and
development. it is undergoing a complex opening mechanism and
reflecting a youthflrl stage of plate accretion. Another point of view
attributes the basic cause for the Red Sea development to tensional forces.
The seahas entered early stages ofcontinental dispersal, and fundamentally
its structural evolution has been the rifting on breaching ofthe continental
lithosphere by normal faulting attendant on the process of sea floorspreading. This idea is strongly supported by seismological evidences,
Alsinawi et al (1998).
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The seismicity of the Red Sea was interpreted in relation to the
African rift, theGulf ofAden and the Arabian Sea. The most active areaof
the Red Sea is associated with the axial deep trough and is located between
the mouth ofthe GulfofAdenand the latitude 20°north, Ghalib and
Alsinawi,(l 974).
The regional distribution of seismicity throughout the Red Sea has
changed little since the early investigations of Gutenberg and Richter
(1956), and otherswith an additional 20 years ofdata and establishment of
the Worldwide Standard Seismograph Network (WWSSN),seismicity
remains concentrated proximal to the southern Red Sea rift. Relocation
efforts have refined post-1955 earthquake locations to an accuracy of 10-20
km. for moderate and large shocks in the region .Reasonable associations
with at least region-scale structure can, therefore, be inferred. A large
aftershock (mb5.3) ofthe Dhamar earthquake ofDecember 13,1982, was
recorded by the WWSSN and a network of portable seismographs
deployed in the epicentral region. The epicenters determined independently
by local and teleseismic data are no more than 5 km apart, which suggests
that contemporary seismic activity in this areacan be reliably determined
from WWSSN data, Thenhaus et al., (1989).
The Gulf of Aden is considered a regional ofcrustal separation that
developed in more than one phase. The central Trough zone is in many
ways similar to a mid-oceanic ridge, indicating sea floor spreading
mechanism. It is mostly underlain by oceanic crustand themany offsets
provide clear examples of transform faults that are characteristic ofa rift
system. The seismicity ofthe GulfofAden indicates a tensile stress as the
main force in the region. The crustal separation is taking place along the
center of the Gulf. The seismically activô zone of the Gulf of Aden
continues westward to the African rift zone. It does not connect with the
Red Sea seismic zone in the same manner, for the latter- was connected to

I-

—
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the Mediterranean through the Gulf of Suez until late Miocene early
Pliocene, Girdler (1970).
The seismicity seems to be well correlated with other geophysical
data in the area. Magnetic anomalies trending W-E or WNW-ESE, were
interpreted similarly and the spreading velocities parallel to the fracture
zone which trends N 35°,ranging from 0.9 cm/year in thewest to 1.1
cm/year in the east These anomalies also show impressive agreement with
the epicentral distribution, trending west andjoining the Aflicanrift zone.
The other evidences for the opening ofthe GulfofAden comes from high
heat flow measurements, and satellite images taken by the Gemini and
Apollo missions, Ghalib and Alsinawi (1974).
Most of the seismicity of the Gulf of Aden shows a close spatial
association with the axial value ofSheba Ridge and associated transform
faults. Some seismicity, however, occurs in the region of mountainous
topography off the spreading axis and may be relatedto block adjustments
in this region or a small amount ofdistributed ocean- floor spreading. The
largest earthquakes occurredin the Gulf are associated with Alula Fartak
transform zone. Magnitudes for events occurringin 1959 and 1967 were
mb 6.7 and 5.8, respectively. Two seismic source zones have been
constructed in the Gulf of Aden. A central rift zone collects seismicity
occurring in close proximity to the axial valley. Near long. 46°E.,a second,
broader zone envelops the central rift zone and collect seismicity occurring
within the broad area of mountainousterrainneighboringthecentralrift.
The source zones terminate atthe Owens Fracture Zone to the east. To the
west, the central rift zone extends through the GulfofTadjura into the Afar
-

beyond Lake Asal, Fairheadand Girdler,( 1970) ; Mckenzie et al.,(1970)
and Sykes, (1970).
The seismicity of Yemen has been investigated by Al-Salim (1993)
in simple statistical terms using a compiled earthquake catalogue for the
region (10°-20°N, 40°-55°E) covering the period 1900-1991. The
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compiled catalogue consists of 467 events, the first ofwhich was in the
year 1921. The last event covered was that of 22/11/1992. The rate of
occurrence, the magnitude frequency distribution, the spatial distribution
and other basic statistical relations were presented. An earthquake
occurrence rate was found ofabout (12 events /year), Al-Salim (1993).

3.2. Historical Seismicity

-

-

The Arab Region is one of the few regions on Earth where
documentation of earthquake activityextends back over 4000 years. This
documentation is in a wide range of forms, and includes historical
chronicles. Duringthe present centurymeticulous work involving such data
sources has yielded large amounts of information concerning historical
earthquakes. These data,however, are oftendifficult to assess (particularly
at the regional scale ofstudy) and this has led to an over reliance in hazard
assessments upon instrumentally recorded seismic data of the twentieth
century, Degg(l 990).
Paleoseismology is the study of the geologic record of past
earthquakes with the objective of characterizing and dating them.
Knowledge ofthe location, timing, size and recurrence oflargeearthquakes
are important for evaluating the seismic hazards of a region.
Paleoseismology helps to provide these data by characterizing the
earthquake source and by defining the history oflarge earthquakes along
individual faults and throughout a region over long intervals of time
(several hundred thousand years), Nw, (1993).
The methods of paleoseismology are primarily geologic and are
drawn from fundamental geologic concepts in fields such as stratigraphy,
sedimentology, structural geology, and geomorphology. The methods
include analysis of the intricate details ofthestratigraphy along faults, the
morphology of fault scap~and geometry of fault traces, seismically
-
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induced stratigraphy ofcoastal marshes relatedto deformation and faulting
and analysis ofregional tectonic patterns,Nw (1993).
In general, recognition ofancient earthquakes is based on identiI~’ing
deformation associated with slip on the fault that produced the earthquake
or on the geologic record of strong shaking. Determining the age ofan
ancient earthquake involves application of a variety of relative and
quantitative geologic dating methods. The goal of this component of
paleoseismic studies is to provide accurate determinations oftheages of
individual earthquakes and the time between them (recurrence interval),
Nw, (1993).
The long earthquake history of a region provided by paleoseismic
studies is of particularvalue to seismic hazardanalysis. The recun~enceof
major earthquakes on a fault is typically hundreds to many tens of
thousands of years, depending on the tectonic setting ofthe region (e.g.
plate interior or plate margin). In many parts ofthe world reliable historical
records may span less than the time between earthquakes on a fault.
Paleoseismology gives us an expanded period
time to examining the
long-time behavior offaults and therefore, to understand the distribution of
earthquakes in time and space. This long-term perspective allows us to
recognize traits offault behavior such as spatial and temporal clustering of
earthquakes that can strongly influence estimates of seismic hazards,
Bucknam,(1 993).

of

The catalogue of earthquakes and volcanic activity (1991) gave
the following on Yemen:
The region of the Yemen is Knownfor historic earthquakes but it
should be noted that damage and loss oflife is strongly influenced by the
type ofbuilding construction, which is very vulnerable and deadly in case of
collapse. In 645 an event is reported from H~jazand Yemen. Further
earthquakes occurred in: 742 (destructive, somewhere near M’arib
[?]),827(damage and destruction in the region Aden to Sana ‘a), 874 Arabia
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,place unknown, 1072 (Sana ‘a, Zabid and Mukha), 1154 (about 500
persons killed in Sana ‘a VIII [?J ), may 1205, November 22 andDecember
10, 1259 (felt and damaging at Sana ‘a), November 1261 (damage at Sana ‘a
VII- VIII) , 1265 (shocks felt at Sana ‘a ), 1349(felt at Zabid), 1359
destructive in the region Zabid , Sana ‘a Aden), September 1387(Aden,
destructive), 1394 (shock series affecting Mawza), 1427(series ofshockc
affecting Zabid,about.
60 people killed), 1463 Zabid (50 houses damaged,tenpersons killed
). 1502 (South Yemen, VIII), 1502-3 (series ofshocks at Zabid), 1504 (Zabid
VIII and allegedly even stronger at Zeila, Somalia), 1509 Zabid (1’9 and
destructive at Zalayah, 1510 (Mawza VIL Zabid affected), 1613 (off-shore
epicenter, large event), September 22,1644 (strong east ofSadah, rockfalls),
1647, March 1667 (felt throughout Yemen, damage at Sana ‘a), August 1674
Dawran affected, 1675 Dawran andSana ‘a affected, rockfalls, from Jabal
Dawran, (region of 1982 earthquake), 1788 (large earthquake feltfrom
Mukha in the South to Abu Arish, Al Hudiedah, Bayt Qasr and Bayt Hindi
affected), 1789 Mukha affected, January 1859 affecting the areaofMukha
and Aden (off-shore ofAden?), 1873(West ofSana ‘a correlatedwith a large
landslide near Bayt Al-Nashi diverting a river and causing much damage),
1878 (many tremors affecting the Dhamar-Yarim region), August 2,1895
(Mukha and Taiz affected), 1909 (BiladalWaynan, 300 killed, 400 houses
destroyed). M5. 7 on December 13,1982 in Dhamar district. 280 settlements
ruined, 1900 killed, about 20% ofpopulation homeless. The material loss
allegedly amounted to $200 million, because of the highly vulnerable
dwelling.”
-

Yemen hasbeen affected from time to time by earthquakes along the
Red Sea and its coastal tract, as well as inland. However, systematic
historical records of these events are not readily available. The oldest
available information ofdestruction in Yemen resulting from an earthquake
is the destruction ofthe Sabeam Dam ofM’arib
-
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An attempt was made to compile a catalogue of historical
earthquakes of Yemen, Table (3-1). This table was compiled from various
sources, mainly Alsinawi (1983-a), Alsinawi (1986), NRP (1991),
Ambraseys and Meilvile (1983), Gouin (1979), Poirier and Taher(1980),
Ambraseys (1983), Al-Thour (1993), Al-Udayn Report (1991), Hais
Seismicity (1993) and Ambraseys et al (1994)
Figure (3-1) is a historical seismicity map of the Arab region by
Alsinawi (1986), in which the study area is shown. The areacovered shows
three MIS for the intensities IX, VII and VII. It is obvious that historical
documented dataare restricted to the Sana’a-Aden areas along theRed Sea
and Arabian Sea; which is historically the mostly populated areas. The
historical seismicity datafor theperiod 1600 BC to 1900 AD was compiled
and 360 events were located. Those events are distributed among five
intensity zones VI-X and correlates well with recent seismicity. Figure (32) is a historical seismicity map ofYemen based on Table (3-1) and table
(3-2) Al Aydrus (1997).
Table (3-1): Catalogue ofHistorical Earthquakes ofYemen
Date Description! affected areas

Year
AD
742

-

-

Manyvillages
overhelmed by
collapsing mountains,
possibly Ma’rib Dam
~ damage. between
Shabwah & M’arib

Estimated Approx.
Ref.
Intensity Location of
Co-ordinates
15.4N,45.4E 2,3,4
VII
-

-

-

827

Destroyed houses,
villages and caused many
deaths. Aden Sana’a
WadiDhar/ Aden

VII

14.0 N 44.5 E

1,2,
9,10

-

859

Vifi

15.4 N 44.3 E

1,10

-
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1072

-

-

-

Alsinawi & Al Aydrus

Destroyed houses, killed
about 50 people. Sanã’a,
Zabid & Mukha
11th Destroyedmanyvillages,
castle and dwellings. 300
killed. Between Sana’a &
Aden
Hadramaut (Tarim,
Shibam, Region)

1154

Vifi

-

-

14.5N 43.7E

1259

e

-

nd

1259

1265
1349

Slight shock, no damage.
Sana’a

10th Damage to many places
Dec. in mountains west of
town. Sana’a
shocks felt. Sana’a
caused panic, no apparent
damage. Zabid
shocks continued intermittently from mid-day
to earlyevening. Many
houses destroyed. 51
killed in Zabid and a few
in Sana’a and Aden.
Zabid, Sana’a and Aden
-

,10-

-

VI

16.0E49.05E

10

V

15.4N43.7E

2,4,9,1(

VII

15.5N44 E 2,4,9,l(

V
V

15.4 N 44.9E

2,4,9,10
14.3N 43.5E 2,4,5,9

.

1359

--

-

2,3,4,
9,10

l4.1N44.IE

Vifi

.

1195

72

--

-

Vifi

14.2 N 43.9E
-

0

-

-

-

-

138.1,

Hadramaut (Wadi Amd)

VII

1387. Spt.

Destroyed many houses
without loss oflife.

Vffl

-

15.5 N 48.SE

10

13.3N 44.8 E

2,4,
9,10

73

1394

1400
1413
1427

1432
1463

1466
1484
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Followed by other shocks
that lasted several days,
caused damage in Hajar.
Aden
Math Sequence ofabout 40
April shocks Mawza Region
Dubbi volcano ME=6
I-limyar(Sana’aYarim)
Main shock & numerous
aftershocks many houses
destroyed, about 60
killed. Zabid
ME=5.7 Tihama,
Surdud
Series ofschocks over 3
days, 50 houses
destroyed in Zabid, 10
killed. Zabid
Zabid
Great Earthquake

V

13.3 N 43.5 E ~,4,5,9,I

Vifi

13.4N,41.8 E

6,10
10

IX
Vifi

14.1N44.2E
14 N 44 B

2,4,
5,9,10

VI

15.1N43E

10

Vifi

14.3N, 43,3E

2,4,
5,9,10

VII

14.3N 43.3E

VII
VII

14.2 N 43.3 E

10
10

14.2N43.5E

10

1485

(lreatEarthquakeSwarms

1501

Seriesofshockscontinue
to 1502. Zabid

V

l4.2N43.3E

l,4,,9,1l

1502

Series ofshocks. Panic in
Zabid, no damage

V

14.2 N 43.3 E

2,4,9, 1(

1504

ME=6.6 .Red SeaZabid, Zaila’ (Bab AlMandab)

VII

12.5N43.5E

10

Seriesoflarge&small

VII

1509

-

14.2N43.3 1 2,4,5,9, H
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-

shocks, No house
escaped undamaged,
poorly constructed ones
suffered extensive
fissuring. Cracks opened
in fields and wells
muddied Zabid Mawza
Zabid

VII

I 42N 43.3 E

10

MES.6.Zabid

VI

13.6N 43.5 E

10

1613

madeground swell in
waves, possibly offshore
epicenter. Aden

VI

13.2 N 44 En

6,10

1619

ME=5.8 between Saada
and Kawkaban
Volcanic activity of

VII

16.4N 44.QE

10

LX

11.25 -41.70 6,10

-

-

1511

Feb.
27

1511
11

1631

2 10

doma foot ofDoma Mi
MF5.7
1631

225

1644

22
.

I 647
1666
1667

-

-

-

-

Volcanic activity of
doma foot ofDoma Ali
ME=5.7
Strong tremorcaused
rock fall. May have been
a landslide East ofSadah
atAl Ashshah

LX

11.25-41.70.

2,4,3,9

VI

15.4 N 43.9 E

2.3.4,9,10

Shocks felt at Sana’a and
else where

V

15.5 N 43.9 E

VI

0
15.5N43.9E 10

Vifi

14.4 N 44.5 E

Sana’a
Math Damaged houses, felt

75
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throughout most of
1674

Yemen, Sana’a
About 30 shocks,

1675

culminating in a major
shock split many houses
and caused rock fails
fromjabal Dawran. Felt
inSana’a
N. ofDha~wan

1775

Hais Area

VIII

14.8 -44.2
10

-

1788
-

end
of

Large shock affecting
Bayt Qsr and Bayt Flindi
Houses and buildings
destroyed.
-

.

VI

15N44.2E 2,3,10

VI
Vifi

13.9N43.5E

10
2.4.5.9,10

-

1789

July

Red Sea, Jabal AlDuithan

Vifi

12.5 N 44 E

2,4,5,9,10

1810

Jabal Narbetween
Yemen and Asir
300 houses demolided in
Sana’a
Jan. Series ofshocks possible
offshore epicenter. Aden
-Al Mukha
22-2 Caused by volcanic

\TJJ

17.0 N 42.8 E

10

IX

15.4 N 44.2 E

10

V

13.1 N 44.1 E

1850
1859

1861

-

0
N

13.74,41.55

eruption

1878

Dhamar-Yarim

Vifi

Saada

VI

.

1881

14.5 N44.4
E
l6.9N43.8E

10
6,10
10
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1883
1884
1887
1895

1896

:

Apr.
16
July
2
Feb.
8

-

-. -

-

Alsinawi & Al Aydrus
VI

76

1.0.5-41.1

6

;

ME 5.9 Massawa

VI

16-41

2,4,

Aden
Series 3 shocks. Extent
ofdamage unknown.
Mukha-Taiz

VI

12.8N45E
13.4 N 43.6 E

10
6,10

15.6N 39.5 E

10

VII

Dec.
11

-

VI

Referencesas cited in Table (3-1)
1. Alsinawi (1983-a), Alsinawi (1986)
2.NRP(1992)
3. Yemen National Earthquake Mitigation (1993)
4. Ambraseys and Mellvile (1983)
5. Hais Seismicity (1993)
6. Gouin (1979)
7. Al Thour (1993)
8. PoirierandTaher(1980)
9. Ambraseys (1971)
10. Ambraseys et al., (1994).
Table (3-2):Intensity Estimation Criteria (after- Poiriar & Taher:
(1980) &
Al sinawi: (1986).
-

CRITERIA

-

-

“Slight earthquake”
“earthquake shocks” violent terrible earthquake but no
mention ofvicitims or destructions.
-

INTENSITY
N-V
-

77
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houses destroyed,hundred ofvictims or less
Ramparts destroyed , towers, minarets fall
city totally destroyed, inhabitants evacuate thecity

Vil-Vifi
VII
X-XI

hot springs, sand, ejected,dracks in ground.
revers, wells ovefilow, people swallowed into the earth,
mountains are “clefl”or fall down, large landscapes”
vilegesengulfed in blackwater

IX-X

3.3. Prominent Macro Earthciuakes in Yemen
Shallow focus earthquake occurrence in various parts of Yemen
affecting local region, and in many cases, due to sparse population, their
occurrence has not been documented. Smaller shocks during present times
remain undetected due to the absence ofthenetwork ofseismic stations to
record their occurrence. Three earthquakes have occurred inland; the 1959
earthquake event was felt strongly in the Mukha-Taiz and Ibbregions; the
1955 and 1965 earthquakes were feltstrongly in Sadah with possible damage.
In 1973, the village ofAl-Amar, near As-Safra and Al-Ouddat in the
Sadah province, was destroyed by an earthquake, and toward theend of
1975 two other earthquakes were reported. In October 1975, the first
earthquake occurred in the Azal Al-Ramada region, part of the Ibb
province, where 38 houses in the village ofBeit Badr had tobe evacuated
and 13 other dwellings became inhabitable in the Khawlan village. The
second earthquake occurred in December of the same year whenpeople
were awakened by tremors lasting more than 10 mm. at Hudiedah, Salif
and Al-Juuhayaj, but causing only minor damage, Langeret. al., (1987).
Ambraseys and Melville(1983) have described the inadequacy of
existing seismicity catalogs for theArabian Peninsula. They note also that
the absence of a shock large enough to be well-recorded teleseismically

Fig(3-1) Historical seismicity of Yemen,after Alsinawi (1986).
78

Fig (3-2) Historical isointensity map of Yemen (see table 3-1).
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since the initiation of the Worldwide Standard Seismograph Network
(WWSSN) in the 1960s has tended to foster a perception of very low
seismicity there. The large number ofoff-shore earthquakes in theRed Sea
axial and main troughs, compared to the much fewer instrumentally located
shocks in the adjacent coastal plains and western margins ofthe Arabian
Plate, contributes to that misconception. However, Ambraseys and
Melville (1983) search of the documentary record for the last millennium
has revealed evidence ofpersistent -seismicity in Yemen. For the 1,240 yr.
period from 742 to 1982, there were 30 individual years whenone or more
earthquakes (many with after-shocks or other earthquake sequences) were
reported. ‘Twentieth century earthquakes prior to the 1982 shock occurred
in 1909 (-~.-l5°N, 44,2°E;300 people killed, 400 houses destroyed), 1941
(Ms=5.8, 16.6°N, 43.3 1°E; and Ms~52,16.9°N, 43.9°E;1200 people
killed, 1400 homes destroyed/damaged), 1955 (Ms=5.0, 17.1 8°N,
E;
widely felt), and 1959 (14.55°N, 93.15°E;small event, no macroseismic
information), Langer et al., (1987).
43~90

3.3. 1. The Sadah Earthquake of January 11, 1941
On the afternoon of Saturday, January 11, 1941, a devastating
earthquake was felt in various regions ofYemen; causing major damages
in the area extending from Sana’a and up north to Jizan on the Red Sea.
The major event was proceeded by a foreshock on January 9, 1941.

-

Recalculations from surface wave data utilizing 17 stations using
Prague Equation, yielded a magnitude of Ms6.0. The estimated major
losses included, 1200 dead, 200 injured, 1700 houses damaged, from
which 300 were completely demolished, and 400 were beyond repair.A
major damage was witnessed in Sadah Liwa and particularly in Razeh,
Sahar, Nemhar and Medjzer where many people died. Landslides caused
main road blockings, and life stock losses were high, and economic and
commercial activities ceased, Almunifi (1993).
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This earthquake is considered amongst the largest earthquakes in
Yemen in its recent history. Such ofthe data were collected lately from the
newspapers and diplomatic reports. The foreshock ofJanuary 9, which was
felt in A1-Hudiedah was preceded by a scare ofsmaller foreshocks in the
epicentral region and in Tihama, from Viva to Bum mountains, where
many houses were destroyed causing life losses in Abu Arish, Sabiah,,
Haradh, Bait Al-Faqih, Alsaeed and Bura. Aftershocks, continued until
middle March, 1941. The Sadah city, an old Himyraite city have
documented previous historical events in 1619 causing city damages. This
was preceded by another quake in 1644 causing landslides in Al-Ishah area;
other events include there of 1881, 1955 and a smaller event in 1973.
As far as the estimatedmaximum intensity for the major eventofJanuary
9 yielded avalueof(VIIl)on the (MSK) scale,taking into consideration the poor
quality ofconstniction in Sadah area,Almunifi, (1993).
The 1941 earthquake in the Sadah region caught little attention at the
time since it occurred during the Second World War. The only
contemporaneous report are theIntelligence Summaries ofthe India Office
and the East Aden Protectorate are givenbellow, NRP, (1992):
(a) A slight earthquake was felt on the 11th January but no damage is
reported. Earthquakes are very rare occurrence in this territory.
(b) On the 9th January, three slight earthquake shocks were felt at (Al
Hudiedah).
(c) Severe earthquake shocks were felt at Sadah and Azad between 11th
and 18th January. Houses, new and old, cracked up the sides as a result
but there was no loss oflife. The inhabitation’s abandonedtheirhouses
and lived in tents and trade and industry came to a standstill. At Razeh
the earthquake was even more severe, some villages were destroyed but
loss oflife was small. at the head ofthe Razeh valley two hills collapsed
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and fell across the road. A fewhouses were demolished at Kohian and
Hajjah.
(d) Earthquake shocks were felt at Hudiedah on theheight ofthe 23/24
February at 10.05 p.m. and 12.15 am. respectively. It is reported that
shocks were also felt at Beit al Faqih, AlSaeed (eastofBeit al Faqih)
and Bum. Somedamage has been done.
-

(e) It is reported that serious earthquakes took place in the Yemen during
the 2’~’week ofMarch.
Ambraseys and Melville (1983) state that, altogether, 1 200 people
were killed and 200 injured in theseearthquakes. They have relocatedthe
main earthquake of the 9th January 1941 at 16.64°(±
0.1)N and 43.32°
(±0.05)E and themain aftershock of4th February at 16.90°(±0.65)N and
43.90°(±0.37)E. The former had a magnitude of5.8 (±0.3)and the latter 5.2
3.3.2. The Dhamar Earthquake of December 13, 1982
The destructive earthquake of 13 December 1982 (Mb~6) in
Yemen resulted in an estimated 1700 to 2800 deaths and left tens of
thousands homeless in a densely populated region centered 70 km south of
the capital city, Sana’a. The month following the earthquake characterized
by an unusuallyhigh level ofaftershockactivity, including one widely felt
and damaging event ofmagnitude 5.1 on 30 December 1982. The complex
nature ofthe aftershock, which is describedby Choy and Kind (1987), was
a dual event separated by about 3 sec, judged by the frequency, content of
broadband digital recordings at teleseismic distances. Characteristics of
aftershocks recorded for about 12 days beginning 29 December 1982,
interpreted as reflecting conjugate normal faulting, are reported by Langer
and Merghalani (1983) and Langeret. al., (1987), flgure (3-3).
Investigation were made to determine: (a) the nature and spatial
distribution ofearthquake related surface damage to man- made structures
-

Fig(3-3) Long period traces ofthe first arrivals ofDhamar earthquake ofDec 13
1982 at Baghdad Seismological Station,after Alsinawi and Al Salim (1985).
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and natural materials; (b) th~~ela,~tion
of damage to geologic foundation
conditions, and (c) surface tectonicmanifestations oftheearthquake Such
data are critical to evaluating thefuture earthquake hazard and for taking
steps to mitigate damage and loss oflife, Plaiker etal., (1987).
The Dbamar earthquake is especially noteworthy because: (a) it
was accompanied by surface ruptures that provide the first direct
information on an earthquake source in the southwesternpart ofthe Arabia
Plate, and (b) it occurred in one ofthe areas oflate Cenozoic volcanism
that characterizes much of the southwestern margin ofthe Arabia plate.
These facts provide a basis for speculation regarding thebroader problem
of the relationship ofseismicity and volcanism to theregional tectonics in
this segment oftheArabia Plate,Plafker eta! (1987).
The Dhamar earthquake of 13 December 1982 is the largest event to
have occurred in the southern Arabian Peninsula since the deployment of
the Global Digital Seismograph Network. The complexity in the broadband
waveforms recorded indicate that the earthquake was not a simple rupture.
Because the main shock was not immediately followed by any
aftershocks that could be well- located from teleseismic recordings and
because of the significant interval oftime before a local network could be
deployed to record aftershocks, the interpretation of the main shock is
crucial to understanding the overall picture ofthe earthquake process in the
Arabian Penrnsula In conjunction with the spatial and temporal behavior
of aftershocks described by Langeret al (1987),the complexity ofrupture
suggests that strain accumulated gradually on a system of faults in the
horst-graben region.
-

The effect ofa critical rupture(the fltst event ofthemain shock) was
to cause a rapid release of stress (the second and dominant event ofthe
main shock) as well as a more gradual release ofstress (the aftershocks) on
adjacent copular and congugate faults, Choy and Kind, (1987). Table (3-3)
-
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documents most important events in Yemen that occured before the
Dhamar earthquake of1982, Aiya et. al, (1985).
-

After the occurrence ofDhamar earthquake, a number ofseismological
missions arrived in Yemen to monitor the after shocks and investigate the
m~jordamages and present recommendations forthe Yemeni Government
Most ofpublished works are discussedin this chapter.
Among those missions, was that from Iraq headedby professor Sahil
Alsinawi, Mr. Salman Khorshid from theUniversity ofBaghdad, and Mr.
Mazin Al-Salim from the Scientific Research Council. This mission
resulted in a report submitted to the Yemeni Government, Alsinawi
(1983a), and two other papers namely Alsinawi (1983b) and Alsinawi and
Al-Salim (1985).

3.4. The Dhamar Earthunake
The 13 December 1982 Dhamar earthquake which struck theregion
in the middle of the day is reported to have been preceded by minor
foreshock within seconds ofthe main shock. The earthquake which caused
great damage in the Dhamar province and adjoining areas was reported to
have been felt all over the Yemen and was recorded at teleseismic stations
all over the world. As per the preliminary information available from
various observatories, it is indicated that theearthquake had its epicenters
at latitude 14.6°N and longitude 44.2°E, and magnitude 5.9 (Ms). In the
analysis ofthe available worldwide data for determination ofthe epicenter,
the depth was held fixed at 10 km. Aftershocks have continued to occur in
the region and have been felt in various parts oftheregion. The biggest
aftershock occurred on29 December 1982 with origin 23 hr 53 mm 16.75
UTC epicenter at latitude 19.76°N longitude 44.35° E, magnitude 5.1
(Ms), and depth held fixed at 10 km (National Earthquake Information
Service, Golden , Colorado) which was felt in Sadah. Aiya et. al., (1985).
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-

The hypocentral parameters for the 13 December 1982 main shock:
[U.S. Geological Survey, 1983; Joint Flypocenter Determination (JI-ID)
location by J.W. Dewey] calculated these data for Dhamar earthquake
from arrival-time datafor 303 stations are given in table (3-3):
Table (3-3): Htpocenter Parameters forDhamar Earthquake
Origin Time : 09- 12-48.0 UTC Magnitude: 6.0 (Ms and mb)
Latitude: 14.701°N
Depth: 5 km (fixed)
Longitude :44.379°E
Mo: 3.2x 10 dyne-cm.
A double -couple focal mechanism solution based on P-wavepolarities
-

Table (3-4) SOURCE PARAMETERS OF THE DHAMAR
EARTHQUAKE
-

Strike
Dip
Depth ( Km)
Rupture radius (km)
Moment ( X10~5dyne-cm)
Staticstressdrop(bars)
Total moment ( Xl0~dyne-cm)
Total radiated energy ( X10~°
dyne-cm)
Apparent stress (bars)

Event 1
Event 2
340°±10° 340°±l-0°
60°±5°
60°±5°
7.0 ±0.5
7.0 ±0.5
4.4 ±0.8
0.8 ±0.3
44±22
3.0 ±1.2
4.8 ±1.5
4.0±1.6

7.0±0.92.2
31±14

The earthquake consisted oftwo events. The second event occurred
after time delay of 3.0 sec ata distance 7.5 and 1770 clockwise from the
north with respect to the first event. For computing rupture radius, an
inferred rupture velocity of 0.7 was used, after Choy and Kind (1987).
tables (3-4) and (3-5).
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Table (3-5) EPICENTERS OF PAST EARTHQUAKES TO
DHAMAR

-

•

-

Epicenter
latitude

Date

-

Location
Longitude

-

Magnitude
(mb)
6

IlJan.1941
17 Oct. 1955

17.16°N

43.650 E

l6Aug. 1959

14.52°N

43.31°E

•

lIOct. 1965

17.2°N

43.7°E

d*

=

Depth (Kin)

-

n*

normaldepth and determined; focus is less than 70 km

d* = mb between 5.3 and 5.8, afterArya et al., (1985).
Effects reported by the U.S. Geological Survey were 2,800 people
killed (unconfirmed), 1,500 injured, 700,000 homeless and about 300
villages destroyed or badly damaged. Maximum intensity was WiT, the
shock was felt throughout Yemen and into theadjacentNajran areaof
Saudi Arabia. Landslides occurred in the epicentral region as well as
development of extensional ground cracks trending north-northwest iii a
zone as much as 15 km in length. These surflcial effects have been studied
in considerable detail by Plafker et al.(1987); Aiya et al.(1985) and
Langeretal. (1987).
The
1982 Dhamar earthquake is another example ofmain shock
multiplicity. It further demonstrates the complicated nature ofstress release
that is often related to therupture process ofmoderate -sized event. Two
recent earthquakes in California (Coalinga, mb=6.2, dip-slip and Morgan
i-fill, mb=5.7, strike- slip)consisted of dual shocks that were separated in
time by 3 to 4.5 sec .Moment ofthe second shock atCoalinga was about
half as large as the first, while at Morgan it is similar in character tothe
Dhamar earthquake in Yemen The second event for Dhamar occurred
adjacent to a dense concentration of after-shocks at the south end ofthe
aftershock zone and just beyond the southern terminus ofground fractures.
-

--

-

.

-
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Because there are virtually no aftershocks located south ofthe second and
larger event, the profuse seismicity there may be indicative ofa batherat
depth which prevented rupture from continuing on to the south, Choy and
Kind (1987), Figure (3-3).
Faulting associated with the aftershock process for the Dhamar
earthquake is northwest striking, normal with virtually pure dip slip
movement on planes ofvariable dip. Given the extensional- stress regime in
the region inferred from geological and geophysical studies, -the normal
mode of faulting is expectable. Mapped surface fractures in conjunction
with cross-sectional projections of hypocenteral distributions and
associated composite focal mechanism solutions suggest that there is
probably a through-going fault system with a southwest dip of
approximately 30, Plafker eta!., (1987).
During the period of aftershock monitoring, there appears to be
considerably more complexity in the mechanics offaulting in the southern
portion ofthe aftershock zone as compared to the adjointing northern part,
most of which is probably related to the previously suggested bather. The
southern aftershocks can be interpretedto support faulting on planes that
dip steeply to the southwest and also the northeast, Langeret aI,( 1987).

3. 4. 1. Relationship of cracks to seismicity of
Dhamar earthQuake
Proximity of the epicenters ofthe main Dhamar shock(s) and many
of the aftershocks to the longest zone ofcracks indicates that thecracks
resulted from rupture alongthis zone. If the cracks opened during the main
shock sequence, elastic strain energy can be estimated from the work
needed to open the cracks, an average ofabout 0.5 cm for a strike distance
of atleast 15 km (possibly 20km if cracks near Al Madarah are anorthern
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continuation ofthe zone), and to a depth of7 km as estimatedby Choy and
Kind (1987). Thus,
-

Work = meanstress x areax average slip
Meanstress=pght2=(2.5)x(103)x(7.Ox 105,2)=8.7x lO8dynes
where p = average rockdensity, g = gravitalionalconstant, and h= depth
Area=7kmx l5km=105x10’°cm2
Slip = 0.5 cm
Work=(8.7x108)x( 105x 10’°)xO.54.3xlO20ergs.
This a reasonably close approximation to the 4.8 X 1020 ergs
calculated by Choy and Kind (1987) from the seismic data and is
compatible with the conclusion that rupture was the cause of the
earthquake. The aftershockdistribution crudely corresponds to thegeneral
area within which the surface cracks were observed although some
aftershocks appear to extend beyond theknown limits ofthe cracks. Focal
mechanism solutions for the main shock by Choy and Kind, (1987) and
three groups ofaftershocks by Langer eta!., (1987) indicate nonrial dip slip
on planes parallel to the northwesterly strike ofthe crackzones. This result,
and the observation that the crack zones tended to have relatively high
concentrations ofaftershock activity, suggests that all crackzones probably
are related somehow to the seismic source and that the crack closely
correlates with the main shock source. However, the general absence of
vertical displacement components across the surface cracks is apparently
contradictoiy to interpretations based on: (a) teleseismic data which
indicate dip slip displacement during the main shock along a northeastward
dipping normal fault, Choy and Kind, (1987) or (b) the local network
data, which suggest dip slip displacement during the aftershock sequence
faults having dips ranging from 30°to 80°southwest to steeply northeast,
Langeretal .,(1987) and Plafker et al.,( 1987).

-
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Individual ground fractures, with openings from a fewmillimeters to
about 10 cm extend over 50 to 100 m distance. The width ofthe fracture
zones consisting of two to three fractures varies from 0.5 to 2 m. No strike
slip movements or offsets could be observed along the ground fractures.
Plafker et al., (1987).
3.4.2. Dhamar Earthquake Intensity and Ground Motion
The Dhamar earthquake caused fright and panic in the public and
resulted in heavy damage around the Dhamar- Ma’bar region, where most
of the random rubble stone masomy and unburned brick construction were
subjected to heavy damage consisting of largeand deep cracks in walls,
and collapse of the outer and inner masoniy walls, resulting in thepartial
and complete collapse ofbuildings. Many dressed stone masonry, singlestoried construction in gypsum and cement mortar suffered damage with
the development of cracks in the walls along the mortarjoints without
endangering the safety of the buildings. Such heavy damage in the
mesoseismal area would correspond to and has been taken asModified
Mercalli intensity Vifi, which covers aneast-west elongated areaofabout
45 km in length and 35 km in width. More than 70 per centofthe houses
in most of the villages in this area suffered irreparable damage and
collapse, Fig. (3-4) Aryaeta!., (1985).
The data on earthquake damage observed in the areainclude the
integrated effect of the main shock and the aftershocks. Thus, many
buildings damaged by the main shock suffered partial orcomplete collapse
during aftershocks. It is noted that masonry as well as mud buildings
located on rock suffered more severe damage as compared to those
situated over recent sedimentary deposits around the Dhamar Ma’bar
area, which indicates rapid attenuation of intensity of short- period
vibrations over alluvial tracts: It is also observed that ground motion
intensity decreases faster in the area ofthe ground fractures as compared to
-
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Fig (3-4) Key plan and earthquake affected areas around Dhamar province, after
Arya era! (1985).
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the hilly terrain on the westwhich suffered severe damage over a large area
Arya eta! (1985)..
Severe shaking was felt by peoplein the areawith rumbling sounds
during the earthquakes. No major landslides orrock falls were reported to
-

-

have occurred. However, isolated large rock boulders (up to 60 cm in
diameter) got detached and rolled down steep slopes to the edge ofterraced
fields atmany locations in isoseismal
zone Vifi. The slumping of dry packed stone retaining walls
supporting the edges ofterraced fields was also observed at several locations
within isoseisimal Vifi. Sliding and overturning of utensils, furniture and
other loose objects Aiya eta! (1985). were reported in theregion.
As for surface cracks of inferred tectonic origin, the only surface
geologic effect ascribed to tectonic activity is the occurrence ofearthquake
related extensional ground cracks in the epicenteral region. Mostofthe
cracks were associated with fourrelatively continuous linear zones from a
few hundred meters to 15 km in length; they trend generally northnorthwest (3300 to 3400), and a few local segments trend north or
northwest. The linear zones ofcracks occur mainly, but not entirely, at or
near the bases of north- northwest trending volcanic ridges that rise to a
few hundred meters above broad, flat, alluvium- floored valleys. The
geology and physiography strongly suggest basin- and- range structure, and
some of the markedly linear valley margins are probably bounded by
normal faults, Plalker eta!., (1987).
The cracks range in width from a -fraction ofa millimeter to 20 mm
but are most commonly between 5 and 9 mm wide. In alluvium, they are
best developed and easiest to identiQ,’ in areas oflevel, hard- packed, silty
to sandy soil and are progressively more difficult to identif~ias size
increases and slope becomes irregular. On a scale of millimeters to
centimeters, they tend to follow a zigzag trend that is strongly affected by
local irregularities such as stones, furrows, or other surface irregularities.
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On scales ofseveral meters to hundreds ofmeters, the cracks are normally
linear or, less commonly, slightly curvilinear, Plafker eta!., (1987).
3.4.3.

Linear Crack Zones at Dhamar Area

Where best developed, the cracks in the linear zones have the
following range of characteristics: (a) individual north to northwest
trending linear or slightly curvilinear cracks as long as severalhundred
meters; (b) a main north to northwest trendingcrack with as many as five
subparallel microcracks that together define zonesofcracking as 6 m; (c)
north to northwest trending en-echelon cracks, commonly having right
stepping offsets but rarely having left steps; and (d) en-echelon north to
northwest trending cracks with connecting conjugate extensioncracks on a
scale ofcentimeters to a few hundred meters, Plafker et al.,(1987).
The longest zone is within 1 km of the main shock epicenter. It
consists of a series of right stepping strandsthattotall2kminlengthand
individual continuously traceable segments aslong as 1.5 km. Much ofthis
zone of cracks is in alluvium close to or subparallel to rock outcmps.
However at two localities south and east ofAl Hiqa and-northwest ofBani
Abdullah, the cracks die out gradually where they extendaway from therock
outcrops into the basin alluvium. Zones ofcracks that project into bedrock
outcrop are commonly difficult to distinguishfromjoints. Exceptions are at
Al Hiqa and Bath Abdu!lah where newly opened cracks in rock could be
foundalong the trend ofthelinear crackzones, Langereta!., (1987).
The nonlinear zones ofcracking typically consist ofwidely spaced
polygonal patterns of cracks, commonly a few meters to tens ofmeters
apart, in areas offlat smooth alluvial soils. The predominant cracks in such
zones tend to be oriented north- northwest to northwest, and they cover
areas ofup to severalmeters on a side. Individual cracks show openings of
up to 15 mm, and they are as much as a fewhundred meters long. The
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cracks could not be related to desiccation, surficial compaction,
liquefaction, orman-made features, Plafker et al., (1987).
-

3.4.4. Time and rate of crack opening at Dhamar Area
The linear ground cracks and some areas of polygonal cracks
appeared after the main shock of13 December 1982. At many places, the
residents reported perceptible additional opening ofthe cracks as a result of
the largeaftershockon 30 December 1982(mb=5.1), although some ofthe
observed openings at that time could have been due to slumping ofloose
surface deposits into the cracks.
No geodetic surveys were made before or after the earthquake to
provide quantitative data on horizontal and vertical deformations in the
vicinity ofthecrack zones..
At the five best sites for which a pair ofmeasurements were made,
average extension rates vary from 0.3 to 0.5 mm/day. Measurements at all
sites suggest that directions ofextension were slightly oblique to thetrend
of thecrack zofles, having both slightleft-lateral and moderate right-lateral
components. However, the indicated oblique directions are not supported
by the field observations, which indicate almost pure extension., Plafker et
a!., (1987).
3.4.5.

Evidence for tectonic origin of cracks at Dhamar Area

The linearity and continuity of the crack zones, together with the
continued opening during theaftershock sequence, suggest that the cracks
are of tectonic origin. The distribution ofall crack zones further suggests
that, in part at least, they have developed preferentiallyalong preexisting
basin-bounding normal faults. However, as they are purely dilatant cracks
atthe surfaces showing no significant horizontal or vertical slip component,
they are caused not by shear faulting, but rather by horizontal extension.
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The orientation and distribution ofthe cracks indicate regional extension in
a general east-northeast to west-southwest direction. Although other
interpretations of the data are possible, the simplest explanation in the
region is that it reflects upwarping oftheEarth’s surface that has affected a
region at least 20 km long in a north-northwest direction andperhaps as
much as 10 km wide. These near-surface effects could be related to
upward movement ofshallow magma bodies; thelocation ofmagma in the
upper crust is inferred to be controlled by the major extensional fractures
through the continental crust, Plafker et al (1987).
Field observations ofaftershock activity provide criticaldata that can
be used in clarifying thephysical characteristics ofthe main shock. These
data also provide a regional characterization ofaftershock activity and a
body of knowl~dgethat can be used for evaluating future earthquake
hazards. Specific examples include delineation spatially and temporally of
the rupture surface, the presence of asperities on the fault surface, the
nature of the fault slip(s), as well as accurate determination ofaftershock
focal depths to provide some constraint on the focal depth ofthe main
shock. Integration of seismological and geological field data hasgreatly
enhanced understanding ofthephysics ofthe fault rupture process, EERI,

(1986).

3.4.6. Aftershock Field Recording at Dhamar Area
Alsinawi and Al-Salim (1985) carried field microrecording Two
portable single component (Z) short period instruments (Kinemetrics, PSlA) were usedin this investigation.
For the total period ofrecording, 112 events were identified on the
records of Dhamar site, and 219 events were identified on the records of
Dhawransite.

E
Number ~ events

Fig (3-5) Cummulative number of microaftershoks recorded in Dhamar and Dhwran, after Alsinawi and Al salim (1985).
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Figure (3-5) shows the cumulative number of eventsrecorded in
each site. The better quality of information in Dhawran’s records is the
reason why wewill base our interpretationonly on that data set.
The majority ofrecorded shocks has an S-P interval ofless than 1.0
second, especially in the records ofDhawran site where it was impossible
to identifythe S-P time. The rate ofmicroaftershock occurrence was found
to be 3 events/hour, and since there was no previous instrumental
recording in the area, one cannot consider this tate neither high nor low.
More instrumental recording in the area is acqUired to reach an exact
decision about the background seismicityofthe area.
An attempt was made to evaluate the magnitude oftherecorded
-

-

microaftershocks using formula for duration magnitude, Alsinawi and AlSalim (1985). Figure(3-6) shows thedistribution ofthesemagnitudes. The
magnitude- frequency relation ofRichter- Gutenberg is shown in Fig. (3-7)
the constants were a—4. 1363, b=0.9424 as calculated for all magnitudes.
Detailed recommendations for short and long term measures in the fields
of seismic station recording , training ofexperts and basic researchwere
presentedto the Yemeni Governmentin detail by Alsinawi (1983 a).
-

3.4.7. Causes of Dhamar Earthquake
The results of the field recording in the site visits yielded the
following conclusions, Alsinawi and Al-Salim (1985)and Alsinawi (1983 b):
a. The earthquake of Dec. 13, 1982 was a shallow focus shock with a
complex source and limited distribution ofdamage.
b. The volcanism of the area and the complex geology were themain
factors affecting earthquake intensity distribution.
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c. The variable distribution ofdamage to local structures (houses) was mainly
due tothedifference in man madestructures built mainly with adobe.
d. Large percentage of deaths have been caused by the collapse of
unreinforced masomy and adobe buildings.
e. More instruments are neededto makea detailedmicroearthquake survey
for a longer period ofrecording.
f. The expotential distribution ofmagnitudes indicates theprobable large
number ofshocks with magnitude less than two.
g. A working zoning map was presented to be modified later as data
accumulates.
h. A seismic network multi phased was suggested with possible links to
neighboringArab countries.
-

The available data indicate that the earthquake sequence resulted in
extension cracking atthe surface along a general north-northwesttrend for
the main zone ofcracks, but trends for some shorter zones ofcracks range
from north to northwest. The region affected by surface cracking is roughly
15 km long by 10 km wide. Analysis ofthe seismic data suggest that the
cracks are the surface manifestations ofdip-slip displacement along normal
faults (Choy and Kind, 1987; Langer et al., 1987). It is not known whether
these faults reflect regional extension in an east-northwest to westsouthwest direction, lisiric normal faulting over a shallow magma body, or
a combination ofthese two factors, Plafkeret al., (1987).
The initial interpretation was that the earthquake and observed
surface cracking could reflect uplift atthesurfaceresultingfromupward
movement ofmagmabelow the earth’s surface (Plafker, et aL, 1983). This
interpretation was based on three lines ofevidence: (a)a geologic setting in
a region where both basaltic and explosive felsichistoric eruptions have
occurred; (b) a high level of aftershockactivity, as is common for many
earthquake sequences related to volcanism; and (c) the occurrence ofwhat
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appears to be mainly extensional surface cracking in the epicentral region.
Without suitable pre-and postearthquake geodetic data in the focal region,
however, there is no way to confirmeither(a) broad uplift over thearea
affected by surface cracks, as might be expected ifthe cracks were caused
by emplacement of a magma body at shallow depth or (b) distributed
vertical deformation across the crack zones, as would occur ifthe zones
reflect normal faulting at depth, Plalkeret al., (1987).
Tectonic activity manifested by the earthquake and associated
ground cracks is but the most recent event in a long histoiy oflow to
moderate seismic activity in Yemen, and is by no means unique. At least
some of the seismicity in this region is spatially, and possibly causally,
associated with volcanism. We suggest that both the ongoing seismicity
and the volcanicity and the volcanic activity along the south- western
margin of the Arabian plate are a consequenceofslow extension ofthis
part of the plate perpendicular to the Red Sea spreading axis. The
postulated extension could result from decoupling, or partial decoupling,
along a zone of detachment faulting that extends some 200 to 300 km
eastward from the Red Sea spreading axis atthe base ofthe continental
crust beneath the Arabian Plate. This hypothesis could be tested with
detailed seismological data on the spatial distribution of earthquakes and
their focal mechanisms, Plafker et al., (1987).
-

The probability of imminent volcanic eruption in the earthquakeaffected region is small. Most sequencesofseismic events that are known
to be associated with movement ofmagma atdepth are intrusive in nature
and have no culminating eruption. However, in a densely populated area
such as the epicentral region, even a small probability ofvolcanic eruption
should not be neglected. Detailed geodetic, seismologic, and geologic
monitoring of the region are critically neededto better evaluated potential
earthquake and volcanic hazards, Plfker et aL, (1987).
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The spatial and temporal behavior ofthe aftershocks ofthe Dhamar
earthquake were monitored by Langeret al., (1987) between 29 December
1982 through 10 Januaxy 1983. Langer et al., (1987) found that the
predominant pattern of foci in the early part ofthe aftershock sequence
defined a plane dipping west about 35 and striking NNW. This plane
would be roughly conjugate to the eastward-dipping planethat was have
inferred to be the fault plane ofthe main shock. Identification ofthe fault
plane thus might appear to contradict the idea that aftershocks ,should
cluster predominantly about thefault plane ofthe main rupture. However,
we must recall that the temporary network established by Langer et al.,
(1987) was not deployed until nearly 16 days after the occurrence ofthe
main shock. Quite possibly, the earliest aftershocks, which would have
occurred in the unmonitored interval, clustered about the initial rupture
planes. By the time the network was operational, the initial rupture planes
may have already been substantially destressed. Furthermore, later in the
aftershock sequence, Langer et al., (1987) found that the foci ofa sequence
of events following a relatively larger aftershock (mb =4.6) that occurred
on 8 January 1983 defined a planedipping eastward about 65. On thebasis
of the planes delineated by the aftershock data, Langer et al., (1987)
conclude that faulting in at least a portion ofthe aftershockzone occurred
on conjugateplanes.
The result of modeling extend the description ofconjugate faulting
back to the main shock. The inferred rupture planes for the main shock are
conjugate to the west-dipping plane of Langer et al., (1987) but are
essentially coplanar with the strike and dip of their east- dipping plane.
Because of the uncertainty in the absolute location ofthefirst event ofthe
main shock, it is not ascertainable whether the aftershock sequence
associated with the 8 January event occurred on any ofthe initialrupture
planes on an en- echelon fault. Ifthe initial rupture planes had indeed been
substantially destressed in the early days ofthe aftershock sequence, it is
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more likely that a separate en-echelon fault was later activated, Choy and

Kind (1987).
The complexity of the main shock and the aftershock distribution
may reflect the geological complexity ofthe epicentral region. The Dhamar
earthquake occurred in a horst-graben setting that has developed from its
proximity to the tectonically active accreting margins ofthe Arabian plate.
Plfker et al.(1987) characterize theregion as one which has, in response to
the tensional tectonics associated with the opening ofthe Red Sea (about
200 km from the epicenter); developed an intersecting system of
predominantly north-trending lineaments. In such a region, pervaded by
numerous faults, strain may accumulate on all faults. If the faults are of
nearly equal strength, the state of stress on each fault segment becomes
dependent on the state of stress of adjacent faults. As the entireregion
becomes critically loaded, the effect ofa major rupture on any fault may
result the relief of strain on critically stressed adjacent faults. If this
interpretation is applied to therupture model, it implies that the first event
of the main shock was the critical event. The failure of the first fault
segment triggered the dominant release ofenergy by the earthquake on the
fault segment rupture by thesecond event The second fault segment was
probably a continuation ofthe fault on which occurredthetriggering event
or else it was a nearby but en-echelon fault The ensuing aftershock activity
would be an expression ofmore gradualrelease ofstress on adjacent faults
in the affected area. The release of stress may have been somewhat
ordered, occurring as it did on alternatively conjugate planes. The
estimated fault lengths of the main shock bracket a substantial partofthe
aftershock activity and may defined the area immediately affected by the
rapid stress release. The diffuse activity outside the bracketed rupture
indicates that a substantially larger region had graduallyaffected by the
stress release than that areaimmediately within the rupture zone, Choy and
Kind., (1987).
-
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3.5. Recent Microseismic Activities in Yemen
Prior to the initiation of the Yemen National Network recording
which was initiated in November 1994 and after Dhamar earthquake of
1982; a number ofportable seismographs were available in Yemen which
facilitated theoperations ofa number offield investigations which occurred
in Yemen. Namely the A1-Uda~events of 22/11/1991, Haidan activities
of9/1/1993 and Haismicroseismicity of2/11/1993.
-

3.5.1. Al-Udayn Microseismic Activity
On the 22nd of November 1991, anearthquake ofmagnitude (M4.4)
struck Al-Udayn area, south ofIbbcity; longitude 50°13’ 05” and latitude 55°
43’ 10” E Theeventresulted inthedeathof13 people, andpropertydamage.
This event was associated with aftershocks and swamis. The
epicenter was located near Bait Al-Shiber and Jabal Bahri villages
alongside Wadi- Masirib. Three foreshocks were noticed, one event on
13/10/91 evening and two events on 14/10/91 afternoon; one ofthesewas
thelargest event felt with a duration of23 seconds, Jaradat (1993).
In Al-Hazim area, portable microearthquakemonitoring was carried
for the period 24-28/10/1991. Two events on 27/10/91 were felt in Hamam
Al-Sloom. Aftershocks totaling 2246 events were recorded for theperiod
23. November 1991- 18 January 1992. On 25/11/91 89 events with
magnitudes ofless than M=2 were recorded.
Thirty events of magnitudes ranging between (M=l.8- 3.5) were
recorded. Swarms activity were noticed up to February 28, 1992.
Jaradat (1993) reports good correlation between earthquake
epicenters and major faults. The return to the normality was slow and
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gradual. As for energy propagation, the NW direction showed less
attenuation than SE direction. Field recording started on November
23/1991 using two portable seismographs, and a local zoning map was
constructed, Fig. (3-8 ), Abdul gabbar and Fad (1993) and Al-Udayn
Report (YSOP) (1991).
The Jordanian and French field instruments supplemented the
investigation in addition to theJapan Telemetriá network at Al-Udayn area.
The swarm epicentral distribution showed a depth offocus range between
1-5 km. These swarms were classified into 3 types on the basis ofevent
density distribution, frequency and period, Abdul Jabbar and Fan, (1993).
This sudden increase in Seismicity may be an indication (Precursor) of
future major events in the region. As we have noticed a close correlation
between igneous activityand regional tectonics along major lineaments are
reported, Abdul Jabbar and Fan (1993).
Table (3-6) shows the dates, local magnitudes and number ofevents
at Al-Udayn area during the months of November and December 1991.
Figure (3-9) is a histogram ofearthquakes recorded during November 1991
in Al-Udayn Area, Al-Udayn Report (1991) (YSOP).

3.5.2. Haidan Earthquakes
A major event on the 9th ofJanuary 1993 struck Haydan area (Sadah
Region) with an estimated magnitude of4.69. Most ofthe aftershocks are
located on Wadi-Haidan, which represents a major fault in thearea. The
event is correlated afteshocks with tectonic causes. The seismicity ofthe
area for the period 11 January- 26 February 1993, reveals aftershock events
of the major shock of January 9 1993, rather than earthquake swarm
activity, as inAl-Udayn region. Abdul Jabbar and Fan, (1993).

-

Fig (3-8) Intensity map of Al-Udayn (Ibb), after YOSP (1991).
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Fig(3.-9) Histogram of earthquakes recorded during November 1991 in Al Udayn area,after YOSP (1991).
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Table (3-6): Al-Udayn Events after YASB Report 1996.
Month
November

December

Date

Local Magnitude(M1)

22-24
24-25
25-26
26-27
27-28
28-29
29-30

.2
32
42
13
13
03
05
75

2-2.5
05
09
02
03
01
03
31

25
14
08

09
06
01

4
1

-

-

-

-

-

-

03

02

4

30-01
01-02
02-03
03-04
04-05
05-06

-

.2.6
3
1
3
1
1
-

4

-

Table (3-7) Events in Ilais Area, after Hais Seismicity (1993)
No. ofevents
233
105

Magnitude
<1.5
1.5-2.5

26
8

2.5-4.3
3.5-4.2

Total 372 event
3.5.3. Hais Microseismicity
An earthquake of estimated magnitude ofM= 4.2 have occurred in
Hais Al-Udayn area on November 2~1993, in the area located between
longitudes (43°30’-43°15’)N and latitudes (13°45’- 14°00’) E, between
the mountains of Debasah and Barashah and the Red Sea Coast. The

-

-
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maximum earthquake intensity was estimatedat (V- VI). 372 events were
recorded for the period between 1/11/93- 12/12/93 with medium to small
magnitudes, Table (3-6),Hais seismicity (1993).
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CHAPTER FOUR
-

-

EARTHQUAKE DATA

EVALUATION
4.1. The Yemen Earthquakes Catalogue For The
Period (1900-1994)
The temtoly of the Republic of Yemenand the surroundingareas
bounded by latitudes 10°- 20° N and longitudes 40°-55°E; have
experienced for the period 1900-1994 (750) earthquakes of various
magnitudes.
The Yemen Catalogue of earthquakes (Appendix 1) was compiled,
from various sources; mainly International Organizations such as IOC,
USGS and other periodicals and publications related to thegeology and
seismicity of Yemen. Many listings were obtained by written
communications, as mentioned in the bibliography, the Appendix I and the
acknowledgments, namely Sykes and Landisman (1964), Gouin (1979),
Barazangi (1993), Simon (1994), and Reagor (1996).
The following infonnations were documented, compared and
checked as follows:
a- occurrence time (year, month, day, GMT ‘time).
b- Coordinates (longitudes, Latitudes).
c- Depth offocus
d- Earthquake magnitudes (Ms and/or mb)

-
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e- Earthquake Intensity (Ia)
Of the total number ofevents documented (750); only (574) events
have focal depth; and (65) events had neither Ms nor mb values and both
values were computed using the following equation after Thenhaus et al.,
(1989).
Ms= 1.36mb -2.02

—-----

However, Ms versus mb for selected events which have both
magnitudes (109 readings) were fitted by least square method as shown in
figure (4-1)giving the following relations:
Ms= 1.24 mb 1.42---

—

—-----—--

—

(4-2).

The calculated values ofequation (4-1) and (4-2) are quite close.
In addition to Ms, Mw and mb, theMoment magnitude (Mw) may
be defined from Seismic Moment (M0) according to Bullen and Bolt
(1987), as follows:
-

Mw= 2/3 log 10M0 10.7--------------------------------------(4-3).
-

The 1~value on theMM scale was computed for most ofthe events
using the following relation after Thenhaus et al., (1989).
Jo = (Ms- 0.85) / 0.6

(4-4).

-—-----—----------------—----—----

4.2. Statistical Data Analysis

-

The earthquakes in the Yemen Catalogue (Appendix 1) were utilized
in producing the following graphs and interpretations., Davis (1986). This
maniscript editing and graphics were carried on PC Gateway 2000Computer System connected to Epson LQ-2550 Printer oftheGeology
Department, Faculty of Science, Sana’a University. The softwareof
Window 95 (Excel!) was utilized. The kind assistance ofDr. SalahAlKhirbash is highly appreciated.
-

--

-

Ms

7
Ms=-~24mb-~.42
6
5
4

3

23

5

67
mb

Fig(4-1) Body wave(mb) versus surface wave (Ms) magnitudes relationship for Yemen
and surrounding areas during the study period.
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4.2.1. Space and Time Distribution of Seismicity
This type ofinfonnation as given in the epicentral distribution maps
are useful in evaluating the seismicity ofa given region in terms ofpointing
out areas of low, moderate and high seismicity; the geologic tectonic and
geographical epicentral distributions and their significance in zoning and
risk analysis.
-

A cumulative frequency-time curve for the total period ofmainly
nintyfour years was plotted in Fig. (4-2). The close examination ofthis
figure enabled us to distinguish four approximate periods of seismic
activity namely (1900-1930, 1931-1960, 1961-1980, 1981-1994)as given
in Table(4-1) and figures (4-3), (4-4), (4-5), (4-6) and (4-7), Al Ayrus (1997).

Table (4-1): Approximate Seismic Periods in the Study Area.
Recording Periods
First Period: 1900- 1930
Second Period: 1931- 1960
Third Period: 1961- 1980
Fourth Period: 1981- 1994
Total Period 1900- 1994

No. of
Events
55

Percentage

(mb) Range

7.33%

Rate
Event/Year
1.8

109

14.53%

3.75

3.4 -6.12

327259
750

43.6%
34.53%
100%

11.27
19.92
7.97

2.8-6.34
1.4-6.2
1.4- 6.34

4.2.2. Discussion of Yemen Seismicity
a: The First Period 1900- 1930
b: The SecondPeriod 1931- 1960
C:

The Third Period 1961- 1980

d: The Fourth Period 1981- 1994
e: The Total Period 1900- 1994

3.4- 6.4

-.

1958
1966
1974
1982
1990
1953
1962
1970
1978
1986
1994
Duration ..(S’ears)
-

Fig (4-2) Commulative frequncy duration curve for the period (1900-1994) in the study area.
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a) The first period (1900-1930)
Figure (4-3) shows the epicentral distribution of events for the
period 1900-1930 which, constitutes 7.33% of the total recordedevents
namely 55 teleseismically recordedevents with the seismicity rate of 1.83
event/year, table (4-1). The magnitude (mb) values range between(3.4 6.04).
-

Most of documented events are located along the Red Sea and Gulf
of Aden and theTriple Junction area. Only three events are documented for
continental Yemenand surroundingareas.
-

This low rate is attributed to the scarcity of azimuthly situated
stations; and type ofinstrumentations then.

b) The Second Period (1931-1960)
Figure (4-4) is the epicentral locations for the second recording
period; a seismicity rate of3.75 event/year for a total (109)teleseismically
recorded events, which covers 14.53% ofthe recordedevents, table (4-1).

-

The magnitude (mb) ranges between (3.4 6.12), and only four
events are located within continental Yemen. Moreevents are noticed in
theTriple Junction.
-

-

C) The Third Period (1961 -1980)
Figure (4-5) displays the epicentral distribution for the recording
period (1961-1980). This period marks thebeginning ofthe more dense
and instrumental networks and more sensitive and unified instrumentation
(WWSSN).
.

-

.A total of (327) events constituting 43.6% of the teleseismically
recorded events; with a sudden expectedjump in seismicitylevel of (11.27)
event/year, table (4-1). The magnitude (mb) ranges between (2.8 6.34).
-

Fig (4-3)~Epice~tra1
diStribtttion~thapf6r the lirst’peribd (19O0-T930) in the stuey area.
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Fig (4-4)Epicentral distribution map for the second period (1931-1 96O)~in the study area.
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Fig (4-5) Epicentral distributionmap for the third period (1961-1980) in the study area.
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Still continental Yemen covers only- two events, the severe
concentration is in the GulfofAden,, the Triple Junctionand central Red Sea.
-~

-

d) The Fourth Period (1981 -1994--

-

Figure (4-6) shows the epicentral distribution for the recordmg
penod of 1981 -1994, namely the time when Yemen Seismological
Observatory started its contmuous recording activfty

-

A total of(259)teleseismically recorded events with an average of
(19.92) event/year covering 34.5% of the total recorded, events. The
magnitudes (mb) ranged between 1.4 6.2, Table (4-1). Continental
Yemen events are more than 15 events. It is the period whenthe great
Dhamar earthquake took place in 1982. Seismicity is shown in theGulfof
Aden, Triplejunction the Red Sea and continental Yemen.
-

e) The Total Period (1900-1994)
Figure (4-7) shows theepicentral di tribution for thetotal recording
penod and up to Oct 1994 A total of(7~5O)events are documented giving
an average seismicity rate of (797) event/year, with magnitude (mb)
ranging between (1.4 6.34), Tã6le (4-I). More analysis for the overéll
seismicity distribution is given in the upcoming discussion
-

4.2.3. Annual Distribution of Earth-Quakes
The

-

-

-

evaluation of time versus frequency of events for theXotal
period (1900-1994) is given in Fig. (4-8). The level of seismicity over large
periods of times leads to better understanding ofthe tectonicprocess in the
study area. As expected, the sudden increase in frequency starts at 1960,
but it increases after that in a much higher rate. This also shown in Fig. (48). Any increase or decrease in seismicityafter 1960, can not be attributed

Fig (4-6) Epicentral distribution map for the fourth period (198 1-1994) in the study area.
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Fig (4-7) Earthquake Magnitude distribution in the stuey area.
-
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to increased recording, but genuine fluctuation of seismicity with time.
Generally speaking the study area is witnessing an increase in seismicity
level, Alsinawi eta! (1998).
-

4.2.4. Space Time Pattern for Major shocks (mb.4)
Figure (4-9) shows the space time relation versus longitudes (4-9a)
and latitudes (4-9b) ofthe study area for events with magnitudes (mb4)
for the period 1900-1994. It shows that most events took place at
longitudes (42°-44°)
E and (51°-54°)
E; and latitudes (1 l°-12°)N
and (13°15°)N.(4-7). Most oftheepicentral locations, are located along longitude
42.9°Eand latitude 1l.4°N.

-

-

4.2.5. Ma2nitude-Frefluencv Distribution
The number of recorded earthquakes versus the body wave
magnitude (mb) are plotted in Fig. (4-10).
Figure (4-10) depicts magnitude value (mb = 3.69)tobe thehighest
during the recording period followed by (mb = 4.49). The magnitude range
from (mb .2)to (mb <6) seemstocover the dominant values.
4.2.6.

Focal Depth- Frequency Distribution

Figure (4-il) shows a histogram ofearthquake focal depth versus
frequency ofevents for the study area for the period 1900-1994. Figure (411) shows that the highest number ofevents a total of 574 are localized at
two distinct focal depth namely (h=10 km) for (231 events) and (h=33 km)
for (155 events). These two focal depths which constitutes 40% and 27%
respectively of the total number mark distinct lithologic, tectonic and
probably volcanic chamber zones; this should be investigated with more
depths in future investigations.
-
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Some anamoulasy deep focaldepths were also recorded namely 249.
131, 122, 101 and 100 kilometers. These values should be also investigated
further for any tectonicsignificance ifthese valueswere reported accurately.

4.2.7. Seasonal Variation of Seismicitv.
Figure (4-12) shows the seasonalvariations ofseismicity in the study
area for the period 1900-1994. The months ofApril , May, June depicts
the highest rate of seismicity, this is followed by the months ofJanuary,
March, August and November, however the month ofFebruaiy depicts the
lowest frequency.
-

4.2.8.

Daily Variation of Seismicity.

Figure (4-13) shows the daily variations ofseismicity in the study
area for theperiod 1900-1994. The 18th. hour depicts the highest frequency
of earthquake occurrences, while the lowest frequency was on the 10th
hour. However, in general all hours of the day seem to witness almost
uniform seismic activity.

42.9. Cumulative Seismic EneravRelease Versus Time.
Figure (4-14) shows the seismic energy release variation versus time
in the study area fortheperiod l900-1994.Therelationbetweenenei~gy
(E) and magnitude (m) may be represented as:
IogE= 11.8- 1.5 M Richter (1958) —---------------—(4-5).
logE= 1.4Ms- 12.66 Iida(1965) andBath(1981)

(4-6).

The seismic energy in an elastic wave of a given period is
proportional to the square of the amplitude. If seismograms ofdifferent
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earthquakes at a fixed distance actually different only in amplitude, the
period would be unchanged, Richter (1958).
Figure (4-14) shows an increasing trend in energy, this is partly due
to actual seismicity level increase, and partly to more recording after 1960
oflow magnitude events.
-

-

43 i~arthguakeMai~mtudeRecurrenceRelalionslup
The Gutenberge Richter recurrence relationship as expressed by the
equation, is utilized for more analysis, Richter (1958),namely
Log(N)=a-bmb--------------------------------

—------(4-7)

where (N) number ofevents
mb= body wave magnitude.

a,b= constants.

-~

- -

The above equation for the tOtal period is plotted in figure (4-15).
The computed curves gave the following values for the various periods
table (4-2)namely:
Log (N) =4.7 0.70 mb
-

—--------(4-8).

—---—--------—

for the period 1900-1930. (con. coeff. = 0.82)
log (N) = 5.90 0.87 mb---------------------—-----—--------(4-9).
-

-

for theperiod 1931- 1960.
log (N) = 5.85 - 0.81 mb---for theperiod 1961-1980.

(con. coeff. = 0.948)
——

(con. coeff. =0.975)

log (N) = 6.77- 1.02 mb-----------for theperiod 1981- 1994.

---

(con. coeff. = 0.98 1)

log (N) = 7.0 0.97 mb--------------

-

—

—--(4-12).
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for the total period 1900-1994.

(con. coeff. = 0.95).

An attempt was also made to compute the values of(a)and (b) for
the continental and oceanic parts ofthe study area as given in figure (4-16)
and the following equationsare presented:
log(N)=4.89-0.82mbfor continental Yemenfor 1900- 1994. (~orr.coeff. = 0.965).
log (N) 6.85 0.99 mb-----------

for oceanic Yemen for 1900-1994.

(con. coeff.= 0.966)

Table (4-2): The Richter Gutenberg (a) and(b) values for thestudy area
Period
1900-1930
1931-1960
1961-1.980
1981-1994
1900-1994
Continental Yemen 1900-1994
Oceanic Yemen 1900-1994

OceariicYemenl96l-1980

(a)
3.3
2.7

(b)
1.8
1.6

2.4
3.4
2.5

1.3
0.9
1.

4.1
3.0
3.3

0.9
1.0
1.0

.
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Table (4-3): Previously Calculated Seismic Coefficients for the
Study Area- After Natural Resources Report Project NRP (1991).and
Alsinawi and Al-Salim (1986).
-

Gutenberg-Richter values
Area
Total Area3OYeardata
Total Area 85 year data
Red Sea 30 Years
Gulf ofAden 30 Years
Onshore 1200 Years
Dhamar Earthquake aftershocks

(a)
3.87
3.76

(b)
0.70
0.72

3.03
3.21
1.45

0.63
0.62
0.63

4.14

0.94

The (a) and (b) values are tabulated in Table (4-3). Table (4-4)gives
the previously calculated seismic coefficients for the study area; while
Table (4-5) gives the (b) value ranges for the various tectonic regions ofthe
earth after Miyamura (1962) and Gutenberg and Richter (1956), for
comparison.
-

Table (44): The (b) value ranges for various tectonic regions ofthe
earth. after Miyamura (1962) (1), Gutenberg and Richter (1965) (2), Fairhead
and Girdler (1970)~~~
and Alsinawi and Hamad (1991) (4)~
The (b) value
very low: (0.4-0.6) (1)
low: (0.6-0.7)

(1)

Moderate: (0.7-1.0) (1)
High: (1.0-1.8)
(1)

Region
old shield zone
shallow
continental rift zone
(0.9±0.2)(2)
alpine and circum
Pacific orogenic zone
Oceanic zone

-

-

shocks
-

-

deep shocks
(1.2±.2) (2)

-
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1.18
0.76
0.83
0.85
0.75
0.54
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(3)
(3)
(4)
(4)
(4)
(4)
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-

GulfofAden
Red Sea
Red Sea
GulfofAdenand Arabian Sea
Ethiopia
EasternArab Region

4.4. Seismic Zoning of Yemen
4.4.1. The SURFER Computer Package
The isointensity map for Yemen and surrounding areas for the period
1900-1994 was computed and plotted by computer using the SURFER
computer package given by Golden Software mc, Surfer (1988).

4.4.2. The Attenuation Relationship

-

The decrease ofseismic intensity with distance from the epicenter is
called attenuation. Attenuationbehaviorchanges from one area toanother.
Many investigators have expressed empirical relationships to describe the
attenuation behavior, Gutenberg and Richter (1956), Cornell and -Merz
(1974) and Gupta and Nuttli (1976):
-

I(R)=lO+a+bR+cLogIoR

--—-

------(4-15).

where: I(R) = intensity at distance (R) from epicenter for an
earthquake with intensity of(1<)) atthe epicenter.
a,b,c = constants.

-

The epicentral maximum Intensity (1~)is relatedto (Ms) according
to Thenhaus et al., (1989), equation (4-4).
Puttonen and Varpasuo (1982) equation with some modificationis
adopted for ourzoning calculations namely:

Seismicity ofYemen
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1(r) = 4.671 + 1.51 mb - 2.15 Ln (R+20)

-

-

1-36

—--—--(4-16).

4.5. The Yemen Isointensity Zonin2 Map

-

--

-

Agha (1983) have presented a seismic zoning map for the Northern
Provinces ofthe Republic ofYemen. The region was subdivided into four
seismic zones, the first (active) zone is located in the central plateau where
the tectonics of the area is suggestive ofseismic activity. The second zone
in Tihama plain and Al-Jawf Ramlat Sabata’ayn; the region is
characterized by tectonism in Late Neo~ene.The third zone covers the
western -and southern regions; the area is more stable, and mild seismicity
is attributed to volcanism. The fourth (safe) zone covers the basementarea
asshown in figure (4-17).
We should compare these zoning maps, with the approximate
locations of the historical events, and the recentseisniicity zoning. Any
matching between historical and recent zoning maps reflects unifomi
seismicity in the region; particularly if these fit well with major tectonic
trends in the study area. This will manifest itself in theseismotectonic map
ofthe study area.
Equation (4-16) is utilized to obtain the isointensity zoning maps for
Yemen, where the first map (Rzero km) as shown in figure (4-18); and
second map (R=100 km) as shown in figure (4-19), Alsinawi and AL
Aydrus (1998).

-

LEGEND
Zonel (most Hazercleous)

1~~1
Zone

III

Zone LV (Safest)

Zone II

Fig (4-17) A proposed seismic zoning map ofthe Northern province
of Yemen, after Agl-ia (1983).
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Fig (4-18) Iso intensity zoning map for Yemen using equation (4-16) with R=0 Km.

Is

Fig (4-19) Iso intensity zoning map for Yemen using equation (4-16) with R=100 Km.
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CHAPTER FIVE

SEISMOTECTONIC
CONSIDERATIONS
5.1.

The Nature Of The Arabian Plate Motion

The Arabian Plate underthrusts a relatively northward moving
Iranian and Turkish Plates. The development ofthethrust zone along the
northern and northeastern boundary of the Arabian Plate is indicative of
crustal destruction. The direction ofthe trariscurrent movement along the
Dead Sea fault system, based on geologicalevidence, is consistent with the
northward movement of the Arabian Plate. The combined anticlockwise
rotation and the transcurrent movement within the Dead Sea estimated to
be 90-100 km. In addition, the Red Sea Depression widens towards the
south at an angle ofapproximately 7°with corresponding wider separation.
The pole of rotation of the Arabian Plate with respect to Africa was
determined to be 36.5 0 N, 18 °Ewith an angleof6°anticlockwise. The
northward movement and the anticlockwise rotation between the Arabian
and Somalian Plates were determined from fracture zones in the Gulfof
Aden. thepole ofrotation being at260 N, 210 E., Girdler, (1965).
Two, phases in structural evolution oftheArabian Plate which are
different in time and place are outlined. In thefirst phase, thespreading
mechanism of the Gulf of Aden became active in Early Cretaceous time
and continued to develop in several stages culminating during Late Eocene
time. This spreading resulted in the NNW movement along theRed SeaSuez fault system followed. In thesecond phase, the evolution oftheRed
Sea trough post-dates that of the Gulf of Aden and began in the Late
Cretaceous through Miocene and up to recent times. This suggests that the

-- -
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NE movement of the Arabian Plate associated with the spreading in theRed
Sea occurred along theLevant fracture system, Ghalib and Alsinawi, (1974).
It is generally agreed that the Red Sea-Gulf of Aden formed by
rotation of Arabia from Africaabout a pole ofrotation at36.5°N,1 8.5°E,
but theexact way in which theoceanic lithosphere has evolved between the
separating plates remains unclear. Some kind of depression may have
existed as earlyas Carboniferous time in the area now occupied by theRed
Sea-Gulf of Aden. -The chronolbgy of events as~ociatedwith the1 Afro
Arabian domearound themargins ofthe Red Sea-GulfofAden, shows that
formation of this region began with lithospheric extension in the lower
Cretaceous followed by formation of the Red Sea basin in the
Masttichtian. East to west arching ofSomalia in the Lower Oligocene was
followed by NW extension in the upper Oligocene. The Triple Junction
eventually formed in the lower Miocene (22 Ma) and was followed by preoceanic extension, rifling, doming and oceanic~spreading. Sea floor
spreading began in the late Eocene and Early Oligocene followed by a
period oftime (30 Ma.) when huge thickness ofsediments were deposited.
A new period of activity started about 5 m.y. ago toproduce the oceanic
basins in the GulfofAden and theRed Sea, Al-Kadasi (1994).
Gravity, magnetic and seismic data were obtained from two surveys
over theGulfofAden, to examine the structureofthe continental margms,
the seafloor spreading history ofthe Gulfand the ge9dynamlc implications
for the development oftheRed Sea. Total opening ofthe GulfofAden as
occurred by crustal extension and -seafloor spreading. The extension
mechanisrntháiiges from ptire shear extension in the east to pure sheá~extension
hdyk~injection in thâ west Seafloorspreading models ofthe
GulfofAden shd~that 6~eàXI1Ccrusthà~formed at Sheba Ridge axis in a
smgle continuos episode The Oldest oceamc crust in the Gulf is about 20
M a and not 10 Ma as widely cited in the literature, Sahota et al (1995)
-

-

- -
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The location of rift boundaiy faults, continental margins, fracture
zones, magnetic quiet zones and oceanic crust in theGulfofAden can be
explained by a rift tip migrating throughthe lithosphere toward theArabiaSomalia opening pole. The propagating rift focused extension along the
weakest part of the lithosphere until it split apart to form a seafloor
spreading axis. Only the narrow axial zone, of the southern Red Sea is
underlain by oceanic crust formed in the last 5 Ma. The remaining opening
across the flaking wide main troughs and also acrossthe entire northern
Red Sea occurred by pure shear extension with dyke injection over the last
20 Ma. Total opening in the GulfofAden and plate kinematics suggest 125
% extension across the northern Red Sea and Suez Gulf, a figure supported
by existing field data, Sahota et al., (1995).

5.2. Crustal And Arabian Shield Evolution
One of the most exciting recent finding has beenthe discovery of
Aithaean Crust in Yemen. The large Precambrian block which extends
east from Sana’a to Mukalla and the Gulf of Aden has been shown to
contain Archaean cratonic nuclei stured together by NE-SW trending
Proterzoic mobile belts. In contrastto the basement ofnorthwest Yemen,
which has close aflinities to the basement rocks of Saudi Arabia, this
basement area has close affinities with North Somalia The grey gneisses
with enclosed amphibolite dykes and granite sheets, Al-Kadasi., (1994).
An evolutionary model involving crustalgrowth accretion-obduction
processes of island arcs or microcintimeters, and crustal thickening was
proposed to explain the tectonic evolution oftheArabian Shield.ln general
the Precambrian crystalline basement ofthe Arabian Shield is dominated
by accreted island arcs, represented by metavolcanic rocks, gneisses, and
granites with a subduction-related and caic-alkaline affinity. The southern
Arabian Shield originated as an accreted island arc which evolved from
early tholeiitic to later calc-aikaline volcanism.The outer islan arcs and
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collisional belts provide a possible model for evolution of part of the
Arabian Shield. In the- Al Arnar-Idsas region parallel magmatic and
deformed sedimentary belts, seperated by a tectoinc line with associated
ultrabasic bodies, are analogous to some Cenozoic island arc systems.
Recognition of~
these belts provides evidence ofsubduction polarity and
indicates the tectonic setting ofpost-tectonic granites. Similar belts should
be preserved elasewhere in the Arabian Shield, Ba Battat, (1991).
-

It is now generally accepted that theArabian-NubianShield, which
forms large areas of the Middle East (mainly Saudi Arabia, Egypt, Sudan.
Yemen, Somalia and Eyhiopia) is ofLate Proterozoic, Pan-Africa age”. The
term “Pan Africa”, defines an important and widspread tectonic and thermal
event which affected the African continent during theLate Precambrian and
early Paleozoic and led to its structural differentiation into cratons and
orogenic areas some 500 ~100 Ma ago. Subsequent studies in several PanAfrica is not restricted to the 500 Ma episode , but covereda longer period of
time, the time span 950-450 Mato the Pan-Africa, Ba-Battat, (1991).
With regard to the Pan-Africa ages ofgrantic gneisses in the Saudi
Arabia Shield, in the south-central Arabian Shield there are several areas of
gneissic granitoid rocks which could represent Pan-African basement. They
added that two suites selected as possible examples of fundamental
basement can be shown not to be “ancient” in theconventional sense of
having a prolonged Pre Pan-Africa crustal history, concerning the PanAfrican microplate accretion of the Arabian Shied. The late Proterozoic
Arabian Shield is composed of at least five geologically distinct terranes
(microplates) seperated by four ophiolite-bearing suture zones.
Three ensimatic (intraoceanic) island-arc terranes (Asir, Hijaz,
Midyan) occur in thewestern Shield and two terranes in the eastern Shield
(the Afifofcontinental affinity and the ArRayn with a possible continental
affinity) The we~tem two sutures are island arc-island arc junctions,
wehereas the eastern two sutures colletively form a major collisional
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orogenic belt. Accretionof the five tenanesto form an Arabian neocraton
occured in the period 715
630 Ma. After accretion, intrcratonic
deformation and magmatism relatedto collision continued and resulted in
the formation of molasse basins, intermediate to silicic volcanic rocks,
peralkaline toperaluminous granites (640-570 Ma), and a major left-lateral
wrench fault system (630 550 Ma), which displaced thenorthern part of
the Arabian neocraton 250 km to northwest. These tectonic events
represent the accretion oftheArabian portion ofGondwnaland during the
Pan-African event, Ba-Battat, (1991).
-

-

by

The petrogenesis and evolution of Arabian felsic plutonic rocks,
overlapping stages can be distinguished in the formation ofthe Arabian
Shield : (1) an” island arc stage”, betweenabout 900 and 660 Ma, during
which the formation and nature of plutonic magmas was controlled by
subduction-related processes; and (2) a “post-accretion stage”, between
about 700 and 550 Ma, which was dominated by granitic magmas derived
massive crustal fusion. During the island arc stage, the earliest plutons
were calcic gabro-diorite or gabbro-diorite-tonalite-granodiorite complexes,
some of which contian small volumes ofmonzogranite (comparable to the
granite-diorite-gabbro host-rocks ofthe Mukeras dyke swarms in Yemen).
and by complexes composed predominantly ofquartz diorite and tonalite.
These plutonic complexes are analogous to intrusions emplaced in
contemporary, immature to mature island arcs, and represent mantle
(gabbro-diorite) and crustal (tonalite-trondhjemite-grandodiorite) fusion
products modified by fractionation processes, Ba-Battat (1991).
The post-accretion stage was characterized by a greatdiversity of
rock types reflecting complex interaction of mantle and crustal fusion
products. Crustal fusion produced voluminous granitic magmas whose
composition was mainly determined by the nature oftheprtolith and the
degree of melting and differentiation. Fusion of primitive island arc
protoliths produced low-K, tonalitic melts, whereas more evolved island-
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arc and continental crust from which a granitic melt had already been
extracted produced low-Ca, alkali-feldspar granite and alkali granite.
Reaction-melting, involving mantle derived mafic magmaand granulitic
crust, produced intrusions ofgabbro-anorthosite-syenite and monzodioritemonzonite. The granite-diorite-quartzdiorite-gabbro host rocks of the
Mukeras dyke swarms (740+22 Ma), are similar to the caic-alkaline,
granodiorite association -(720 Ma) of the Central Hijaz; whereas, the
Lowder-Mudiah grantoids are similar to the younger A-type grantoids of
the Central Hijazofthe Arabian-Shield, Ba-Battat, (1991).
Sakran (1993) suggested the following phases ofevolutions ofthe
basement in Central Yemen:
a) The first phase is considered to be pre-Pan-Africaand is dominated by
emplacement of a series of calc-alkaline plutonic rocks of tnnalitic,
granodioiite and granitic composition with iafts ofOlder sedimentary
rocks. These rocks were invaded later on by smaller plutons and dykes
of basic composition and tholeiitic affinity. The whole succession was
subjected to a regional phase ofdefromation (Dl) represented by major
Fl folds of tight isoclinal style. regional schistosity (SI) and different
types oflineations(Ll) were coaxial with Fl folds. During Dl, the rocks
were subjected to prograde regional metamorphism up to -granulite
fades and extensive migmatization.
b) during the last stages pf thepre-Pan-African event, rifting apertofthe
old continent had occurredand leading to the formation ofintracratonic
basins, remnants oftheoceanic crust ofthat basins are now represented
by the serpentinites, metagabbro, pillowed spilitic metabasalts and
metadiabasis as tectonic fragments in a melange complex.
C) The next stage of evolution was dominated by compression,refolding,
strike-slip faulting, and island -arc development, see Fig (5-2 b). This
event occured most probably during the Pan-African which is consistent
with the second phase ofdeformation (D2) recorded in the study area. It
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was a prolonged phase of deformation and tectonism, resulted in
refolding and remobilization oftheold continental blocks, and thrusting
of the newly formed oceanic crustand island arcs on the regional scale.
The major and minor folds associated with this stage are tight
overturned and asymmetric styles, generally plunging NNE. Mylonitic
foliation is developed parallel to the thrust planes associated with NE
stretched lineation. Ductile shearing and strike slip faulting is most
probably coeval with this event. During the last stages ofthis event
continent-continent oblique collision resulted in coalescence of the
various tectonic blocks into the newly formed crust Accretional
processes during this event led to distinct alternating terraines ofold
continental and others of ophiolitic and island arc affinities. This
resulted in the initiation of caic-alkaline and alkaline within plate
granitic intrusions, Fig. (5-1).
According to the present study the area occupied by the supracrustal
rocks in the eastern part of the study area and extends further to the east
until Mukeras may be considered as a suture zone seperating between two
continental blocks, As-Swadiyah continental block in the west and
Lowder-Mudia continental block in the aest. The volcano-sedimentaiy
tenians as the present one. This conclusion requires more geological
investigations and age dating for thedifferent terrains, Sakran, (1993).

5.3. Oriwn of the Red Sea
The geologic setting of the Red Sea has fascinated geologists and
geophysicists ever since Wegener’s (1924) original description of the
shoreline fit between Africa and Arabia The plate tectonicprotagonists
have treated the Red Sea in a number ofgeneral papers and have generally
concluded that to represents a newly formed ocean developed as Arabia
moved away from Africa, McKenzie et. al., (1970) opened and how much
of the Red Sea is underlain by new oceanic crust. Geologic evidence seems
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tectonic events in the Arabian Shield, afterNRP (1992).
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to indicate the crustal attenuation began during the-Cretaceous and the Red
Sea originated as a single depression or series ofdepressions receiving both
marine and continental sediments, Coleman, (1984).
Geophysical evidence used in solving the kinematic relationship
between plate movements of Arabia-Nubia-Somalia have produced
conflicting results. McKenzie et al., (1970)assumed a coast-line fit above
150 N in theRed Sea and calculated the pole ofrotation to be 36°N, 18°E
and that all of the Red sea floor was produced by sea floor spreading.
Overlap ofthe Yemenonto the Afar area in the pre-rifting shoreline fit was
not satisfactorily explained and the actual separation was referred to
continental splitting. This splitting was not earlydescribed but presumably
a fault was thought to extend through the crust atthe beginning stages of
spreading rather than a series of normal faults produced by continental
extension. Using magnetic data from the southern Red Sea, Girdler and
Styles (1974) refmed the kinematic model of
Mckenzie
et al (1970) and suggested that the Red Sea had a two
stage history of sea floor spreading. By comparing synthetic magnetic
profiles for these latitudes they were able to show an early phase of
spreading during thelate Eocene-early Oligocene (41-34 Ma) followed by
a second phase beginning 4 to 5 Ma., Coleman, (1993).
The nature ofthebasement configuration under themain trough of
the Red Sea remains controversial. All exploratory wells have failed to
penetrate into unequivocal old Precambrian basement or new oceanic crust
within the main trough oftheRed Sea, however along theedgesofthe Red
Sea several ofthese wells has penetratedPrecambrian crust. In the northern
Red Sea recent work (Bedyoun, 1989) suggests that crustal extension is
being accompanied by sub-volcanic intrusions of mafic material and
underplating, Coleman, (1993).

